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33 CENTS

Bush dominates Kentucky's fund-raising

Smoke inhalation cited in death of
MtuTayan found in burning vehicle
Smoke inhalation was the verdict of an autopsy performed on Loyd
Alan McClure Monday by the state medical examiner after he was
found in a burning van Sunday morning, according to Calloway County Deputy Coroner Max Dowdy.
Dowdy said the cause of death was determined by the smoke that
was present in McClure's lungs and throat — he had to be breathing
to suck it into his body.
Officials are still awaiting the results of a toxicology test which will
reveal if there were any drugs or alcohol in the victim's body, according to Murray Police Detective Charles Peeler.
Dowdy said,"We know how and why he lied, but we don't know the
cause of the fire." The arson investigators are taking care of that, he
said.
State police arson investigator Teddy Cohoon is in Frankfort today
for testing of McClure's clothing and debris from the van to see if an
incinerate was used, such as gasoline, which would determine what
caused the vehicle to burn so rapidly, Peeler explained.
The van was parked in the Murray Cablevision parking lot when it
was discovered burning Sunday morning. Murray Police officers arrived on the scene at 6:01 a.m., Peeler reported. At that time, the van
was engulfed in flames. Four minutes later, the Murray Fire Department arrived, he said.
Peeler could not say whether the vehicle was running at the time
the fire started, but the ignition key was in the "on" position.
The van is registered in the name of McClure's father, Hoyt McClure of Hazel, but the van belonged to Loyd McClure, Peeler said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — Vice
President George Bush, the
Republican presidential frontrunner, is also way ahead in fundraising in Kentucky.
Kentuckians gave $500,000 in the
early stages of the presidential
campaigns, and Bush tapped
bluebloods in Louisville and Lexington and a statewide array of
coal operators, professionals and
business people for $291,098
through Sept. 30, according to a

search of federal records reported
by The Courier-Journal on
Monday.
Bush's chief rival for the
Republican nomination, Senate
Minority Leader Robert Dole of
Kansas, tapped Kentucky for
$99,057 and was the apparent
favorite in the corporate offices of
Ashland Oil, Humana and Capital
Holding.
The most successful Democrat
was former Colorado Sen. Gary

Hart. He raised nearly $43,000,
almost all of it in early 1986 when
Dr. Bill Collins, husband of thenGov. Martha Layne Collins, collared state officials, business people and engineers on Hart's
behalf.
As of Oct. 1, Tennessee Sen.
Albert Gore Jr. and Missouri Rep.
Richard Gephardt, both
Democrats, were the only other
candidates still running who had
sufficient support in Kentucky to

Umbrella crossing

(Conrd On page 2)

Wilkinson:
This year's
state budget
now balanced

- Yearly U.S. heart deaths exceed
those in four wars of this century
NEW ORLEANS(AP) — More Americans die from diseases of the
blood and heart in one year than were killed in the United States' four
major wars of this century, according to newly released figures.
In World Wars I and II and the Korean and Vietnam wars, 636,282
Americans were killed. In 1985, the latest year for which there are accurate figures, 991,332 Americans died of heart attacks, strokes and
other blood vessel diseases.
Heart attacks, the nation's leading cause of death, killed 50,800
people in 1985, accounting for 26 percent of the 2,084,000 deaths that
year. Strokes, the nation's third-deadliest disease in 1985, killed
152,700.
The second leading cause of death in 1985 was cancer, which killed
457,670 people.
By comparison, 407,316 Americans died in World War II, the nation's deadliest war.

use the state to qualify for fedefal
matching funds. Gore had raised
$23,441 and Gephardt $19,130.
A candidate must raise at least
$5,000 in gifts of $250 or'less from
individuals in each of 20 states to
qualify for matching money.
Republican Congressman Jack
Kemp of New York had received
nearly $6,000 through Sept. 30 but
reported only nine Kentucky

A line of students in the quadrangle at Murray State University had to contend with heavy rainfall as they
made their way to classes this morning. Classes began meeting for the spring semester at the university on
Stet photo by David Twit
Monday.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — This
year's state budget has been
balanced and the 1988-90 biennial
budget is almost ready, Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson said Monday.
Wilkinson, though, declined to
reveal details of where he found.
the money to make up an
estimated $53.7 million shortfall
this year.
Wilkinson said he will reveal till
of his financial maneuvers on Jill
27, when he addresses a joint session of the General Assembly.
A clue of the state's financial
condition will be given during
Wilkinson's State of the Com,
monwealth address Thursday
night.
Wilkinson said the theme of the
speech will be "common sacrifice
for common sense."
"Common sacrifice for a year to
bring the state back to common
sense," Wilkinson said.

Elsewhere...
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Wilkinson appoints three more positions;
Oaken takes over state Tourism Cabinet

By The Associated Press

JERUSALEM — A top government official called for early elections to decide Israeli policy in the occupied lands, and police promised to protect stores that opened in defiance of a commercial strike in
Arab east Jerusalem.
WASHINGTON — A leading opponent of aid to the Nicaraguan
rebels predicts that President Reagan will try to sabotage the Central
American peace plan before Congress votes on renewed military aid
for the resistance fighters.
IN THE MIDWEST — A powerful storm took aim at the Midwest
today after turning Colorado streets into ski slopes, smashing seaside
hotels and swamping celebrity homes in Southern California, leaving
millions of dollars in damage in its wake.
ACROSS THE NATION — Republican presidential rivals Bob Dole
and George Bush tangled anew over privilege and personal wealth,
while GOP officials in the biggest Super Tuesday state tried to ease a
Texas-size headache over forged ballot petitions.
BEIJING — A domestic airliner preparing to land at an airport in
southwestern China crashed five miles short of the runway, killing all
108 people aboard, the official Xinhua news agency reported today.
WASHINGTON — General Motors Corp. engineers last year urged
a recall of several popular GM cars because of possible uncontrolled
acceleration, but the company now says the problem was isoated and
didn't warrant action.
SPACE CENTER, Houston — Senior astronauts are concerned
about booster rocket flaws found during a test last month, and are
asking that the space shuttle not be cleared to fly again until at least
three more successful tests are conducted.
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MISS
YOUR PAPIER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Ledger 8
Times by 5 30 p m#Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1918 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

Forecast
Tonight: Windy with evening
thundershowers diminishing to
light rain. Low near 40
Southwest wind 20 to 40 mph
Rain chances 100 percent.
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy.
windy and turning colder. Some
light rain possibly changing to
snow flurries. Temperatures
falling into the lower 30s by late
a f te rho o.n.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

355.4
355.3

Mary Ray Oaken
Heading up cabinet

Negotiations
in the works
for bringing
plant to city
Dick Blue, of Dick Blue Promotions in Murray, is in California
talking with officials of the Avtek
Corporation of Camarillo about
possibly locating a plant in Murray. Blue met with Robert
Adickes, Avtek's board chairman
and major shareholdeerMonday.
The California aircraft company
is considering Kentucky, along
with several other states, as the
place to open an over $8 million
assembly plant. However, the
company wants an estimated $12
million in guaranteed bonds.
"Dick is acting as a facilitator to
allow us to meet with the company," commented Steve Zea, executive vice president of the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. "We
would like to talk with them We
((bard on page

After filling three of the six remaining positions in his cabinet.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he is
in no hurry to make other
appointments.
"We always have time to do it
right," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson appointed secretaries
of tourism, natural resources, and
public protection on Monday with
people he said will bring fresh
thinking to Frankfort.
While the appointees come from
different parts of the state, two of
them have considerable experience in state government.
Mary Ray Oaken of Cadiz. who

takes over the Tourism Cabinet,
has served in a variety of state
posts, from the Public Service
Commission to deputy superintendent of public instruction.
Carl Bradley of Frankfort, who
was chosen as secretary of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.
has worked in the cabinet for the
last year and has experience in
other state agencies as well.
Theodore T. "Teddy" Colley of
Pikeville, who will be secretary of
the Public Protection and Regulation Cabinet, was the only cabinet
appointee announced Monday

without state government
experience.
Wilkinson said during a news
conference that he was counting
on the individuals to represent
their home areas as well as their
agencies.
"I am thrilled with the appoint,
ment, because my home is in West
Kentucky and I don't feel the lakes
area has had the promotion it
needs in order to provide jobs a,nd
bring people in," Oaken was
quoted as saying. "I'll concentrate
on promotion of tourism in the en((ont'd on page 2)

Grandpa lends a hand

Brandon Bordon, 3, gets some help from his grandfather, Leroy Geyer,52, in removing his skates and putting
'his boots hack on after a recent day's play on the frozen pond on Geyer's farm in the Columbus, Ohio, suburb
of Grove City.
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Kentuckians support higher academic standards for athletes

4

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP — A
majority of Kentucky adults say
state high school athletes should
be required to bring home a better
report card, according to a new
Poll.
More than seven out of 10 adults
questioned for the latest Bluegrass
State Poll said academic requirements for high school
athletes should be higher. The
copyright poll, published in Sunday's editions of The CourierJournal, found that only one in 50
adults said the current standards
at too high.
Among those who said they
follow high school sports, 83 percent said the academic standards
are not strict enough.
The Kentucky High School
Athletics Association has tightened eligibility rules in recent years,
according to Julian Tackett, a
spokesman for the KHSAA.

Oaken...
(Coord from page 1)
tire state, but I'll be cognizant of
the needs of Western Kentucky."
Oaken was also quoted as saying
that promotion of the state park
systems will be an important part
of a statewide marketing plan she
hopes to implement.
Attempts to contact Oaken for
further information failed.
"We'll have strong voices after
today, strong voices and strong
thinking for eastern Kentucky and
western Kentucky in our cabinet,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson also announced the
appointment of Powell County
Judge-Executive Bill Patrick as
commissioner of the Department
for Local Government and Berea
attorney Larry Greathouse as a
member of the Workers' Compensation Board.
In addition to her state service,
Oaken, 51, was also a teacher for
18 years.
She was national president of

-

An athlete must have four
course credits by, the beginning of
his or her sophomore year, nine by
the junior year and 14 by the
senior year. Students must have 20
credits to graduate.
"They may not be on schedule to
graduate on the dean's list,
necessarily," said Tackett, "but
they are on schedule to graduate."
Until last year, an athlete who
was behind schedule could regain
his or her eligibility after the first
semester, but a new rule forces
the athlete to sit out the entire
school year.
A student could be earning four
D's and an F and still be eligible to
Play.
The poll also found that more
than half of those questioned favor
Proposition 48, a National Collegiate Athletic Association rule
th^t stiffens academic eligibility
the National Federation of
Business and Professional
Women's Clubs in 1986-87.
"Our potential in tourism is
staggering," Wilkinson said, adding that the industry may be Kentucky's second largest employer.
Wilkinson said he will seek more
money for tourism development
and promotion in his budget even
with the state's tight financial
condition.
Bradley, 61, has also served in
the Transportation Cabinet and
was director of the Metropolitan
Park and Recreation Board in Jefferson County from 1974 to 1982.
He also worked for Consolidation Co., of Pittsburgh, a major
coal mining concern,from 1978-85.
Wilkinson said he had never met
Bradley before he was suggested
for the post, but received more
calls and letters on his behalf than
any other appointee.
Wilkinson said Bradley, a native
of Muhlenberg County, recognizes
the need to preserve and protect
equally the environment and the
Kentucky coal industry, Wilkinson
said.

Read the want ads daily

rules for athletes who want to play
college sports as freshmen.
Proposition 48 calls for certain
scores on college entrance examinations and a 2.0 grade point
average on 11 "core" high school
courses.
Because of the rule, dozens of
college athletes have had to sit out
as freshman. For instance,
Jerome Harmon was declared ineligible to play for the University
of Louisville basketball team this
year and Reggie Hanson couldn't
play basketball in the 1986-87
University of Kentucky season.
The Bluegrass State Poll found
that support for the strict new
NCAA rule on academic eligibility
was strong, but not as strong as for
more stringent high school rules.
Fifty-three percent said they
favor the so-called Proposition 48,
and 8 percent said they oppose it.
Thirty-nine percent said they had
One marching order Wilkinson
gave Bradley was to speed processing of permits to mine coal.
Wilkinson also said he favors
retention by Kentucky of the
primary responsibility for
regulating the surface mining of
coal.
Colley, 38, who owns a coal company and owns and breeds
thoroughbred horses, will take
over one of the more varied agencies in state government.
The Public Protection Cabinet
oversees the activities of 12
regulatory agencies, from the
state fire marshal's office to the
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board.
Patrick, 32, was the youngest
county judge-executive ever
elected in the state when he won
his first term in 1981.
"Powell County's loss is Kentucky's gain," Wilkinson said.
The cabinet secretary positions
yet to be filled are labor, energy
and justice.
The governor also took a shot at
critics who have complained that
he has selected only friends to fill
Important posts in his
administration.
"I'm not silly enough to appoint
enemies," Wilkinson said.

$10000 Over Cost
*Full Size Dodge Truck*
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Limited Time Offer
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About a third of blacks surveyed
said they opposed Proposition 48,
compared to 6 percent of whites.
The poll also found that six out of
10 of those questioned said they
follow college sports, and nearly
half said they follow high school
sports.
Those polled were about evenly

split on whether college sports are
overemphasized in Kentucky. Far
fewer said that high school sports
are overemphasized; 55 percent
said the emphasis in high school is
"about right."
People who have attended college, who have higher incomes
and who are parents of children
under 18 were most likely to say
they supported higher academic
standards for high school athletes.
Tackett said it would be difficult
to achieve stricter academic
requirements.
The problem, he said, is that the
quality of the state's public
schools varies greatly.
It would be unfaiehe said, to set
an arbitrary minimum grade.
point average that determined
eligibility to play sports, because
small school systems, with a lack
of money and manpower, can't

compete academically with larger
systems.
"To try to legislate something
statewide," Tackett said, "we
would be opening up a Pandora's
box that would really be trouble."
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction John Brock said he
would not oppose higher standards
if the association suggests them,
but he has no plans to recommend
changes.
The Courier-Journal conducted
the Bluegrass State Poll from
Nov. 13 to 19, interviewing 801
Kentucky adults by telephone. The
poll has a margin of error of 3.5
percentage points. In theory, this
means that in 19 of 20 cases, the
poll results would be no more than
3.5 points above or below the
results that would have been obtained by questioning all Kentucky
adults who have telephones.

Names drawn for local jury duty
The following names were
drawn in open court and are to
report for jury in the Calloway Circuit Court on Tuesday, Feb. 2 at
9:30 a.m. in the Miller Courthouse
Annex:
Robert David Adams, Merry
Ann Beach, Deborah Kelley
Branch, Mindy Dianne Bryan,
Christopher Caddis, Paula Owen
Compton, Sandy Jane Culp,
Robert Paul Danielson, Betty
Jane Darnell, Hyland K. Darnell,
Betty Jewell Dunn, Cynthia A.
Camp, Melissa Jane Easley, Keith
Alan Farley, Eugene Orvis
Fielder, Bobby T. Fike, Cynthia
Sue Forth, Robert Burns Geurin,
Alice June Gingles and Luna
Kelso Greer.
Vickie Hamilton, Steven Jay

Hamm, Ruby Alene Hargis, Dan
Todd Harrison, James Michael
Harrison, Moses Hegyi, James
Erwin Hendrick, Mary H. Hocking, Max Earl Hughes, Walter S.
Janney, Mark Rubin James,
Virginia Louise James, Paul
Fredrick Kiesow, Jr., Kenny Lynn
Locke Risa Myrle Lowe, Sue Ella
Malone, Thomas L. Mania, John
Myers Miller, Festus Lee Moody,
Henry Brent Morris, Phillip White
Morris and Hazel Carson Morton.
Audie Mae Nix, Davy Dee Provine, Robert David Rayburn, Lettie Adams Robertson, Frankie Joe
Rogers, Tammy Lynn Rogers,
Timothy Lee Ross, Trina Swift
Ross, Sarah Catherine Ross,
Delores Cothran Rudolph,
Paulette Nance Scott, Roger Lynn
Scott, Ronald Eugene Shemwell,

John Wayne Stubblefield, Robert
Allen Tabers, Jr., Leroy Todd,
Henry Isiah Treas, Mark Durbin
Waldrop, Ronnie Lynn Walker and
Joy Penick Young.
Ewen M. Beach, Marcella W.
Bogard, Steve L. Cherry, David V.
DeVoss, Gail L. Doron, Randy H.
Dunn, John T. Gingles, Christy
Harris, William C. (Billy) Hendon, Dan C. Hutson, III, Barry
Imus, Bennie J. Jackson, Herbert
Key, William Ted Lawson, Gloria
J. Morgan, Rayburn N. Musgrove,
Michael S. Nance, Peggy A.
Newsome, Johnny R. Orr, Pamela
A. Shay, Johnny Glenn Stockdale,
Virgins, L. Swager, Terri L. Thurman, Douglas Tucker, Larry E.
Tucker, Cynthia G. Vance, George
C. Wilson and James Wisehart.

Wilkinson still undecided on endorsement
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Two
of the contenders for the
Democratic presidential nomination are leaning hard on Kentucky
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson for his endorsement, but Wilkinson says he
is still undecided.
Tennessee Sen. Albert Gore Jr.
called Wilkinson twice on Monday
to solicit his support, and
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis made his pitch during a
call on Sunday.
Wilkinson said he was concerned about Gore's recent comments
about the federal tobacco program
and wanted clarification.
Gore said during the weekend he
opposes any federal subsidies for
tobacco but supports the allotment
program
It did not take Gore's supporters
long to respond. Less than an hour
after Wilkinson was asked about
the matter during a news conference Monday afternoon,
members of Gore's staff were on
the phone explaining that the
senator is in favor of the current
price-support program as long as
It remains self-supporting and
does not cost any federal tax
dollars.
Wilkinson has put the two candidates on edge while he makes up
his mind.
At one time, Wilkinson was
thought to be in Gore's corner but

Negotiations...

PEPPERS

4

no opinion, reflecting in part the 40
percent of those polled who said
they don't follow college sports.
However, among those who
follow college sports, 63 percent
said they favor Proposition 48.
The poll's question noted that
Proposition 48 has met with mixed
reaction from supporters who say
it enhances academics and detractors who say the college entrance
exams put minority and poor
students at a disadvantage
because the tests are culturally
biased.

(Cont'd from page I)
will just have to wait and see what
happens now." He added that city
leaders have known about Avtek,
but have not been able to get company officials to meet with them.
"Murray has one of the finest
airports I have seen in the area
and there is plenty of land around
the airport to build on," commented Blue, who flew to California this past weekend. "Adickes
said he would like to be located in
a town with a university. It looks
like something might be able to be
worked out."
The plant, expected to employ
about 650 people, would handle
final assembly and delivery of the
Avtek 400, a small business plane
to be built from a light, manmade
composite called Kevlar, which
also is used in bulletproof vests
Kevlar is made by Du Pont.
The top consideration for the
project, according to officials in
the state commerce department,
is the availability of state
economic-development money.
The question still to be answered is
If Kentucky can come up with the
needed funds.
"This could be a boost to Murray. Avtek would build the
airplane here and employ 650 people," Blue said. "That is what the
Murray airport needs."

then said he was leaning toward
Dukakis. That prompted a visit
from the Tennessee senator last
week.
Wilkinson said he likes
Dukakis's idea of building coalfired power plants in the mine
fields and exporting the power.
"His answer to me was dead
perfect," Wilkinson said Monday.
The governor met with his own
county campaign chairmen last
Friday to discuss the matter and
most of the organization people

Bush...
(Oottt'd from page I)
contributors.
All the other presidential
aspirants had minimal financial
backing in Kentucky through the
first nine months of 1987, according to the computer service
Washington-On-Line, which collects and sorts data amassed from
reports the candidates submit to
the Federal Election Commission.
The Bush-Dole competition for
money dominated the Kentucky
fund-raising picture.
Starting early and presenting
himself as Ronald Reagan's true
heir, Bush locked up most of the
state GOP's establishment.
Through his longtime friend Will
Farish of Versailles, a
transplanted Texan, Bush raised
what appears to be more than
$50,000 from Lexington-area
horsemen and their dependents.
Bush reported 288 contributors
statewide.
Dole had only 89 Kentucky contributors, but they tended to give
more.

Collins takes
position with
Bancorp board
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (APp —
Former Gov. Martha Layne Collins has joined the board of directors of Mid-America Bancorp,
which owns the Bank of Louisville.
"A person with her stature and
experience is a notable addition to
our board, and we are honored by
the prospect of Gov. Collins' participation in our corporation,"
Betram W Klein, chairman and
chief executive officer, said
Monday.
As an outside director, Collins
will receive $600 per meeting. The
board usually meets 13 times a
year.
Collins was recently appointed a
director of R.R. Donnelley & Sons
Co., a Chicago-based printing
company that has plants in
Glasgow and Dan ille

said they would follow Wilkinson's
lead in the presidential contest.
"I'm going to decide on what's
basically best for Kentucky,"
Wilkinson said.
Another factor will be which individual has the best chance of
beating the Republican nominee,
Wilkinson said.
Kentucky is one of 21 states and
territories that will have
Democratic presidential
primaries or caucuses on March 8
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Kentucky beauty
queen named in
Nashville DUI
NAsHviu , Tenn. (AP) —
Suzanne Jean Pitman, Miss Kentucky USA, has been arrested on a
drunken driving charge,
authorities said Monday.
Ms. Pitman, 23 of Murray, Ky.,
who won the title last July, was
booked on a charge of driving
under the influence early Sunday
after she was involved in a minor
accident, police said. She was
released later on her own
recognizance.
Her blood-alcohol level was 0.18,
police said. The legal limit in Tennessee is 0.10.
Ms. Pitman doesn't know if the
arrest will affect her planned competition next month in the Miss
USA pageant, said Michael Lee,
her booking agent at the AIM
Model Talent Agency in Nashville.
"As far as modeling, it's only
going to help her. Any publicity is
good publicity," Lee said.
Sharon Steakley, director of the
modeling aency, said Ms. Pitman
probably would compete.
"I'm not sure, but I think
everything will be OK," Ms
Steakley said. 'I think she will be
in the pageant."
Ms. Pitman backed her car into
the front of a parked car. accor
ding to an arrest warrant. She
smelled of alcohol and allegedly
slurred her words, said police Officer David Reynolds.
She was unable to correctly.
recite the alphabet and had trou
ble counting backward from 20.
Reynolds said in the arrest
warrant
Correction
A photo cutline in Satu ay's
paper incorrectly state that
place
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PERSPECTIVE
U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch Mcconnell
KENTUCKY GETS INTERNATIONAL
TRADE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Since elected to the Senate in 1985, I have devoted a tremendous amount of time and energy to breaking down trade barriers
that stymie U.S. tobacco sales abroad. As the anti smoking sentiment in this country grows, the future of U.S. tobacco sales lies in
opening and expanding foreign markets where tobacco use, generally, is on the increase. I am pleased to report to tobacco growers
and farmers that an idea I sponsored two years ago will soon be helping farmers and agribusinesses open doors to foreign markets.
Just before Congress adjourned last month, funding to estab.1ish an International Trade Development Center at the University
of Kentucky's College of Agriculture was approved as part of the
Continuing Resolution. With a six-year budget of $2.72 million, the
trade center will develop programs to assist farmers and agribusinesses in promoting exports of tobacco and other farm-related
products. The U.K. program will serve the Ohio Valley, Appalachian
region, and Southeastern states.
Following the passage of the 1985 farm bill which authorized
the creation of trade centers to help U.S. producers overcome the
difficulties of doing business abroad, I developed a proposal to establish an international trade center at the University of Kentucky.
This request was made through the Senate Appropriations Committee. I worked together with other members of Kentucky's congressional delegation to obtain funding for the trade center with the
knowledge that it would be an invaluable asset for Kentucky's
farmers.
As the agricultural environment becomes more competitive,
farmers and agriculture-related businesses must work even harder
to open and gain a greater share of countries' markets. The trade
development center will provide farmers and growers with the expertise to help them compete in the international business arena. For
example, once government trade barriers are eliminated or loosened,
U.S. producers must then overcome the natural barriers of language
and culture in order successfully increase their share of these markets. The trade center will give businesses the information they need
to compete in this environment and help bridge the language and
culture gap.
The international trade center will play a vita,1 role in helping
our businesses take the offensive and seek out and develop new opportunities. It represents the forward-thinking that is required between government, the private sector, and educators to help America
return to a positive balance of trade.
As we enter the second half of the 100th Congress, I look forward to continuing to work with government and private-sector officials to build upon this program and provide a quality resource for
Kentucky's agricultural products.

or Not

By S.C.--VanCuron

Milerray Ledger & Times

Helping keep 8 tankers plowing the seas is her job
Leonard and Jean Holloway, 1526
Oxford Drive in Canterbury
Estates, have three daughters. The
oldest two, Marilyn and Ann, are
married and raising families.
The youngest, Marion, is seeing
the world and already into her third
By
successful career since graduating
M.C. Garro
from Murray High School in 1975.
own
her
Today, Marion lives in
and television since she was in
apartment in Hampstead,a suburb
elementary school where she did
of London, England, and works as
radio plays, and in high school
director of marketing for a
worldwide shipping company, where she was a member of the National Forensic League.
Charlemagne Marine.
She participated in high school
The company also owns Unicorn
tournaments involving
speech
of
eight
has
Tankers, Inc., which
humorous interpretation, storythose big seagoing tankers in which
telling, acting and broadcasting. "I
all kinds of liquids are shipped all
was born with a nice, melodious
over the world. Marion helps convoice," she once told an intertact clients and line up the shippviewer, and this has helped her be
ing contracts which keep those
tankers plowing through the seas. successful in radio and television
broadcasting.
She doesn't have a car. She says
she doesn't really need one. To get
While a student at the Universito work, she rides "the tube," the
of Texas in Austin, she worked
ty
subway, and to get around in her
radio broadcasting jobs:
several
at
little village of Hampstead she
for KCSW in 1977-78 and one year
rides her bicycle.
part-time for KNOW. Starting out
•••
a part-time reporter for KTTV,
as
Marion was working in public
36, in Austin, she eventualChannel
relations for Capitol Metro, the
a full-time position with
assumed
ly
local public transit system in
station.
the
Austin, Tex., when a lady she had
During this time, she had a talk
interviewed on her "Good Morning,
day with the general manager
one
Austin!" television talk show on
Austin TV station,
another
of
station KYUE-TV, Channel 24, in
Channel 24, in an effort
KVUE-TV,
Austin some months before offered
to determine if there were any
her the London opportunity.
possibilities for her in local televiIt meant considerably more
all the time continuing to work
sion,
money, a new and challenging opa reporter with the other station,
as
portunity and exciting adventure. KTVV, Channel 36.
so she took it.
•••
Now if you want to ship several
she received a call
day
of
one
kind
Then
some
of
gallons
of
millions
a liquid from one point to another from the program director at Chanon the globe today, Leonard can put nel 24. The station, he told her was
you in touch with Marion, and she planning a talk show and wanted to
invite her in for an audition.
can probably handle it for you.
•••
Marion had no previous exMarion started out here at Mur- perience in hosting a talk show, but
ray State studying radio and televi- she went in anyway,"faked" a few
sion. Then she transferred to the interviews and got the job. She had
University of Texas at Austin, from four days between jobs, once she
which she graduated with a degree had given Channel 36 two weeks'
in communications in 1979. --- - --notice, before she went on the air
She had been interested in radio with her first -Good Morning,

Garrott's
Galley

Austin!" talk show on Channel 24.
Good Morning, Austin", was a
live, 30-minute show, and on the air
Monday through Friday of each
week from 9 until 9:30 a.m., following the "Good Morning, America."
network show on the air at the time.
Marion did the booking, scheduled the guests, of which she had
three on each show, talking with
each for seven or eight minutes,
and did all her own research and
script writing.
•••
While "Good Morning, Austin!"
was on the air. Marion met and interviewed numerous celebrities
passing through Austin. Among
these were: Phil Donahue, Dom
DeLuise, Willie Nelson, Reba
MacIntyre, Helen Hayes, Dolly
Partin, Bert Reynolds, Phil Harris,
the late Gordon MacRae, Bob
Hope, John Connally, Ted Knight,
Jimmy Dean, Charlie Fisher, the
late Jessica Savitch, Jack Lemmon,Carlton Heston, TV producer
Norman Lear and Astronauts Gene
Cerman and Alan Shepherd.
She also covered the Legends of
Golf senior professional golf tournament at Austin's Onion Creek
Country Club. Appearing with her
on these shows, which was filmed
on the course, at one time or
another were Arnold Palmer, Bob
Toske, Sam Snead, Dow Finsterwald, Jimmy Demaret, who
designed the Onion Creek course,
and former University of Texas
football coach, Darrell Royal, just
to name a few.
Marion's popularity as a TV personality also brought her many invitations to make public appearances in Austin before she left
in June of last year for her London
job. She spoke to Kiwanis and
Chamber of Commerce activities
and served as mistress of
ceremonies at fashion shows.
Marion hosted the Good Morning,
Austin! talk show for five years
before leaving the station some
three years ago for the betterpaying public relations job with the
Austin transit system, which had

Lottery opponents playing catch-up
Where were they last May.
Where were they last November?
These questions can be asked appropriately of the strong opposition
to legalizing a state-operated lottery in Kentucky.
The opposition is now organizing
with church groups and others who
place moral issues above using any
method to raise money for government operation. Then, there is the
other side, that thinks there's
nothing wrong with a lottery to
raise money for public purposes.
There are still others who believe
the people have a right to decide
through the ballot box whether a
governmental unit should operate
a lottery for a public cause. That's
what the constitutional amendment
under consideration is all about.
This can turn out to be the
noisiest issue to come before this
session of the General Assembly.
More speeches will be made and
feelings probably will run higher on
this issue than many others that
have far greater importance to the
future of the state and its people.
First, I believe Kentucky is getting into the lottery business far too
late for it to be profitable and

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
"Only the educated are free,"
wrote the Greek Stoic philosopher
Epictetus, who added these words
describing "the beginning of
philosophy:"
a recognition of the conflicts
between men, a search for
their cause, a condemnation
of mere opinion...and the
discovery of a standard of
judgment.
If we could all learn this — and
do it — it would improve both our
domestic and foreign relations.

popular. It must meet both those
requirements to survive very long.
Early estimates now are that a
lottery will produce about $50
million a year in profit to the state.
Operating a lottery is very expenstye. The prize money and
operating costs come from ticket
sales.
The volume cannot be very large
In a small population state like
Kentucky, because with fewer
ticket sales the prizes are bound to
be lower than those in Ohio, Illinois,
Indiana and other larger states
where tickets are easily available
to many Kentuckians.
Right now runners leave
Frankfort several times a week to
buy lottery tickets for people in
Frankfort. This also happens in
other parts of the state.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said early he would push legislation of a
state lottery instead of increasing
taxes. This sounds good to a lot of
people. A big prize for just pennies,
so to speak, becomes attractive to
the masses, but few stop to realize
how prohibitive the odds are for
winning.
Nobody gave Wilkinson any
chance of winning the Democratic
nomination for governor until he
began promoting the lottery. Current news is that a political action
committee supporting a lottery has
raised almost half a million dollars.
Right now it seems to be a popular
Idea with the public and the opponents are going to have a long
way to catch up if the proposition
gets on the ballot as a constitutional
amendment.
Gov. Wilkinson is also learning
he was being told the truth when
different branches of government
told him there is a shortfall in tax
collections.
The problem won't go away, even
with a lottery. Since Wilkinson asked for the job, it's up to him to solve
the problem.
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Letter To The Editor

Ridley commended on appointment to commission
To the Editor:
I congratulate Dr. Michael
Ridley on his appointment to the
Murray Planning Commission and
applaud his continuing volunteer
service to the City of Murray. During my years in Chamber of Commerce management I worked
diligently to enlist professional people, especially medical professionals. as Chamber volunteers.
While they usually had much less
'spare' time than most others, if
one agreed to serve they were
generally substantially more
reliable than the average Chamber
member and they would accomplish more for their committee
in two hours on their afternoon off
from the office than most other
committee people would in a week.
Plus, for reasons I never fully
understood, medical people tended
to make committee workers
superior to other professionals
We used to have a saying in the
Chamber that, "Community Service is the Rent You Pay for the
Space You Occupy in the Cornmunity." While I don't know
whether the saying is still used, it
would seem obvious that as our
communities become more complex there will be an ever greater
'need for members of the community to offer whatever talents they
have for the betterment of that
community.
I only know Dr. Ridley in his

capacity as, in my opinion, a very
capable Oral Surgeon, but I feel
confident he will make a major contribution to the work of the Manning Commission.
In an unrelated topic, a guest
editorial appeared in the paper
yesterday (Jan. 13) headed,
"Phooey on February" from the
Hopewell, VA "News."
As the headline suggests. the
writer has a problem with
February more specifically with
those Februarys with the extra day
caused by Leap Year, which, she
said, comesevery SEVEN years
Now that's why I enjoy the Ledger
& Times; I always learn something
new from every issue. Here I've lived 53 years and have always commemorated Leap Year every
FOUR years. Somewhere along the
way I remember being taught Leap
Year came along in each year
divisible by FOUR, meaning,
unless the New Math gives a different answer, that Leap Year
comes every FOUR years. (DO I
know my math or what?
I took Ms. Weigel's article to be
written tongue-in-cheek, but if, by
some far-out chance I may be correct with my FOUR-year theory,
then all her computations to rearrange the calendar to avoid Leap
Year would be invalid. Since it is
obvious she spent some con•
siderable time and effort with her
calculator to come up with her re•

alignment of the calendar I
wouldn't want to be the one to shoot
down all of her hard work. I
wouldn't want that on my
conscience.
Disregard. However, students,
Leap year does come every four
years.)
Back to the old drawing board
(calculator 1.
William R. Lumry
1008 Primrose Lane
Hamlin, KY 42046

launched an expansion program.
Once when an interviewer asked
Marion why it seems so difficult for
many students of communications
to break into television at all, 10!
alone to have their own show as shki
did at 22 years of age, the 30-year
old former Murrayan replied:
"Often students are too easily
discouraged and change fields. 111
any area of television, you must
start at the bottom. Every pro.
ducer must learn to use cameras
and the tasks of the floorman.
"But starting at the bottom is not
bad. It's a good way to learn so yol
know what you are doing when yo"
get more responsibility." Goo('
advice.
• •
Leonard, Marion's dad, retired in
1984 after 32 years as a sales
representative with Kraft, the
cheese people. He and Jean, who is
the former Jean Clayton of
Shawneetown, Ill., moved here in
1970 from Hopkinsville.
Marilyn, the oldest of their girls
and whom they call Lynn, is married to Bill Bilbrey. They live in
Hendersonville, Tenn., where he is
a vice-president with a clothing
manufacturer. They have two
daughters.
Ann lives in Louisville where her
husband, Jeff Wilcoxson is an assistant manager of Steinberg's, one of
the major department stores in the
big Oxmoor Mall up there. They
have one daughter.
Meanwhile, Leonard and, Jean
are pouring over an assortment of
London and English countryside
travel brochures. Wonder what
they have-in mind?

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Funding in the amount of $19,000
for the design of a National Guard
Armory to be located in Murray
has been included in the executive
budget of Kentucky Governor
Julian Carroll. Also funding for
Wrather Hall Museum at Murray
State University has been
allocated.
City and County Schools remained closed today because of the ice
and snow.
Charles McKenney is pictured
delivering groceries to Mrs.
Hildred Sharpe who was unable to
leave her home because of the recent weather conditions.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Story,
Jan. 7, and a girl to Joe and Ciro'
Crass, Jan. 13.
Twenty years ago
Nancy Sowell of Aurora, was
presented a Revere silver bowl
signifying her being top indoor rifle shot in the state by Dr. Harry
M. Sparks, president of Murray
State University. She scored 1,132
points out of possible 1,200 points
to win Kentucky State Indoor Rifle
Championship.
A feature story about William N.
McElrath and his family serving
as Southern Baptist missionaries
in Indonesia is published.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of Murray,
president of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, has issued a
call for Mid-Winter board meeting
at Sheraton Hotel. Louisville, Jan.
21-23.
Thirty years ago
Murray City Council voted to
move Fourth Monday Trading
Ring from Walnut and North Third
Streets to a lot owned by Edwin G.
Thurmond and located behind
Thurmond's Mill on South Second
Street.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Furches and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Mardis.
Officers of Dees Bank of Hazel
are J.M. Marshall. Ellis R
Paschall, H.A. Newport, Bertha
B. Marshall and Myrtle H. White.
Estelle Ezell of Ezell Beauty
School spoke about "Good Grooming" at a meeting of Home Department of Murray Woman's Club
Forty years ago
Two houses — one on Cherry
Allen and one on Chestnut Street
— were destroyed by fire the night
of Jan. 17
Thomas Scruggs, L.K. Pinkley,
Finis Weatherford, Rudell Parks,
Cy Miller, Caleb Parks and Ted
Wilson are new officers of Hazel
Camp 138 of WOW.
Jean Lockhart and William
Herbert Thurman were married
Jan. 17 in Memphis, Tenn.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High beat Fulton.
Almo beat Fulgham and Lynn
Grove beat New Concord. High
team scorers were Alexander 1,)r
Murray. Bone for Fulton, Thomp•
son for Almo, House for Fulgham,
Smotherman for Lynn Grove and
Williams for New Concord.
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Babies, dismissals listed by hospital
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Jan.
15, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Douglas baby boy, parents, Bonnie and Steven, 1628 W. Main St.,
Apt. 7, Murray;
Prescott baby boy, parents, Sondra and Quentin, HC Box 19P, New
Concord;
Hollingsworth baby girl,
parents, Tammy and Thomas, Rt.
1, Box 309, Mansfield, Tenn.;
Miller baby girl, parents,
Rebecca and William, Rt. 4, Box
850, Murray;
Britt baby girl, parents,
Deborah and Gayle, Box 198,
Wing°.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marsha Lou Prince, 1101
Oaks Rd., Paducah; Joe F.
McKinney, Rt. 5, Box 303, Benton;
John King, Rt. 2, Box 153A, Hazel;
Mrs. Marilyn Diane Barnes, Rt.
2, Box 64-B, Puryear, Tenn.;
James Earl Burton, 303 South 15th
St., Murray;
Miss Marilyn R. Thomas, Rt. 2,
Box 144, Puryear, Tenn.; Miss
Robyn N. Satterwhite, Rt. 2, Box
49, Hazel;
Mrs. Shirley Jane Watkins, Rt.
2, Box 194, Hickory; Mrs. Linda P.
Williams, Rt. 2, Box 19A, Murray;
Terry H. Lawrence, 1503 Belmont, Murray; Miss Wanda Jean
Graham, 715 Poplar St., Murray;
Bert A. Garland, Rt. 1, Box 144,
Kirksey; Mrs. Madge S. Diuguid,
102 South Sixth St., Murray;
Mrs. Ruby L. Smith, Box 235,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Maybelle
Blakemore, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.;
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Nash baby boy, parents, Tonya
and David, 1202 Lone Oak Rd., No
24, Paris, Tenn.;

COOKIE CRUNCH - The Girl Scout Cookie Festival Kickoff featured a "Cookie Crunch," a contest to see
who could eat the most cookies during a one-minute period. Those participating were, from left, Tom Northrup, Don Jackson, Denise Green, Denise Haugh and Core Director Lynn Griffiths. Northrup was the winner
of the contest.

(Cont'd on page 5)

GIRL SCOUTS

Cookie
Festival
COOKIE SELLERS RECOGNIZED - Ashley Gilson, left, and Felicia
Galloway were recognized at the Girl Scout Cookie Festival for selling
- over 500 boxes of cookies during the 1987 sale.

UDC hears Harrington
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy heard Assistant County
Attorney David Harringtpri speak,
at a recent meeting held at the
home of Mrs. Inez Claxton.
Harrington talked about "The
United States Constitution and the
Confederate Constitution: A Comparison." He read excerpts from
each citing the many similarities
between the two.
The speaker was introduced by
Virginia Morgan, program
chairman.
Mrs. Claxton, vice president,
presided in the absence of Mrs. Ed
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McNichols baby boy, parents,
Amy and Samuel Jr., Box 1411,
Cadiz.
114smissals
Mrs. Tina S. Collins and baby
girl. Rt. 2, Box 187, Murray; Mrs.
Beulah I. Downs, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Nell A. Earwood, Rt. 7,
Box 730, Murray; Mrs. Hilda F.
Gerfin, Rt. 7, Box 480, Murray;
Mrs. Celesta J. Kilcoyne and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Perry Drive,
Mayfield; Albert Crawford
McNeely, Box 14, Lynn Grove;
Miss Lori G. Roberts, Rt. 4, Box
860, Murray; Mrs. Rhonda J.
Sanders and baby boy, CR Box
311, New Concord;
Mrs. Nets G. Smotherman, 555
St. Joseph Dr., New Madrid, Mo.;
Buddy E. Windsor, Rt. 7, Box 588,
Murray;
Billy T., Edmonds, 502 Meadow
Lane, Murray; Mrs. Betty E.

Assistant County Attorney David Harrington spoke at a recent meeting
of J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the Confederacy at the
home of Mrs. Inez Claxton. He was introduced by Virginia Morgan,
right, program chairman.

753-0881
eAos‘a: CENTRAL
CENTER
• lbw
mt.

Mrs. Modest C. Jeffrey, 1607
Main St., Murray; William L.
Crawford, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Gladys May Wyatt, Rt. 7,
Box 214, Murray; Orville J.
Fulcher, 801 Meadow Lene,
Murray;
Edley B. Nance, Apr. H-1, South
Side Manor, Murray; Mrs. Imogene F. Falwell, Rt. 7, Box 124,
Murray;
Mrs. Ida Mae Foster, 1604
Parklane, Murray; Leander C.
Piercy (expired) Rt. 3, Box 299,
Murray.
----

•fig)

• or'

Davis, president. Mrs. Douglas
Shoemaker, chaplain, gave a
devotion.
The vice president spoke of Mrs.
Hess Crossland, a chapter
member, who died recently.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn reported
on the national meeting of the
UDC held in Nashville, Tenn. She
spoke of some of the highlights
especially the "Patriotic Evening" when each state president
was escorted by a page with her
state flag to the podium from
which their reports were given.
The event was held in Opryland
Hotel. Memorial services for past
members were held in one of the
Presbyterian Churches there.
Refreshments were served.

COOKIE FESTIVAL - Approximately 300 Girl Scouts attended the local Cookie Festival Kickoff event held
Thursday, Jan. 14, at Calloway Public Library. Cookie sales started Jan. 15 and will continue through Sunday,
Jan. 31. Seven different varieties are available at $2 per box.

DATEBOOK
St. Leo's plans prayer services

Auditions will be Wednesday

Parishioners of St. Leo's Catholic Church will come together in prayer
on Thursday, Jan. 21, from 6 to 10 p.m, and on Friday, Jan. 22, from 12
noon to 6 p.m. "This will be to ask God to give wisdom to legislators and
judges and to sofen hardened hearts to correct the practice of killing
helpless fetuses," said Fr. Stan Tillman, S.J., pastor of the church. On
this 15th anniversary of the Supreme Court's decision in Roe vs. Wade,
throughout the state of Kentucky, people will be gathering to pray for
this intention, Fr. Tillman added. Any interested person is invited to join
in this prayer service on Thursday and Friday.

Auditions for people dancing to good country music will be Wednesday, Jan. 20, at 7 p.m. in Wilson Hall, Room 310B, Murray State University. This will be for a play to be directed by Laura Musser and includes
a cast of two women, one 38 and the other 20, and three men, 40, 30 and
15. The play will be presented on Feb. 25 and 26.

Front Porch Swing plans meeting
Front Porch Swing, a group of women singing barbershop harmony.
will meet this week only on Thursday, Jan. 21, at 7 p.m. at the new home
of Perry and Joanne Cavitt, 1514 Oxford Dr., Murray. Thp group usually
meets each Thursday at First Christian Church. Larrie Clark is director
of the group. This is open to all interested women.

Civitans will meet Thursday)
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 21, at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant. Plans will be discussed for the meeting
on Feb. 4 to honor the preachers of Murray and Calloway County for
their contributions to the community. Also details of the Annual Civitan
Pancake Day for March will be discussed. "Civita.ns always welcome
guests to attend their meetings, especially if they are concerned about
helping people in the community that cannot help themselves," said
Wayne Williams, publicity chairman.
ROUTE 1
SPRINGVILLE. TN 38256
PHONE (901) 6420368
'
411111r

Emmanuel plans conference
Emmanuel Baptist Church, located on Highway 121 By-Pass, Murray,
will have a Missions Conference on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Jan. 20, 21 and 22. Kenneth Yarbrough of McKenzie, Term., will speak at
7 p.m. nightly. Friday sessions will also be at 9:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
along with the night service. "This will include timely sermons with emphasis on world wide missions," said the Rev. James Fortner, pastor,
who invites the public to attend.

Eastern Star School Saturday
District No. 22 of the Order of the Eastern Star will host the District
No. 22 School on Saturday, Jan. 23, at Murray Masonic Temple. Luncheon will be served beginning at 11 a.m. and continuing through 12:30
p.m. The school will begin promptly at 1 p.m. Mrs. Sharon Paschal of
Louisville is Worthy Grand Matron and Guy Overbey of Greenville is
Worthy Grand Patron. There will be inspections of Alford No. 446 on
Saturday, Jan. 23 and of Milburn No. 488 on Monday, Jan. 25. Mrs. Betty
Dodd of Murray, deputy grand matron, and Will Shields of Mayfield,
deputy grand patron, both for District No. 22, will host the events. Mrs.
Ruth Donelson of Murray is Ambassador of Goodwill for the Eastern
Star Home for District No. 22.
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Community events listed
Tuesday, Jan. 19
Retirees of Local 1068 of UAWAFL-CIO and other locals, along
with their tspouses, will havke a
potluck supper at 5:30 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of Memorial Baptist Church.
---Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m
at Calloway Public Library.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m
at South Side Manor Recreational
Center off Glendale Road.
---Auditions for "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" will be at 7 p.m.
at Robert E. Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
---Course of Introduction to
Computer-Based Systems, CIS
143, will start at 6 p.m. at Murray
State University. For information
call 762-2094.
---Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
---Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Healthy Weighs Classes will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Calloway County High School
Varsity and Junior Varsity Boys'
basketball teams will play Fulton
County at Jeffrey gym at 6 p.m.
---Murray High School Varsity
girls' and Boys' basketball teams
will host Heath at 6 p.m. Pep Band
will play.
---Evening Registration will be
from 5 to 7 p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State
University.
---Golden Circle Class of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
7 p.m. in home of Mrs. Charles
Chaney.
---Wednesday,Jan. 20
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---Aging Committee of Purchase
Area Development District will
meet at 2 p.m. at PADD office,
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray, from 1 to 3 p.m. Blood
pressure, diabetes and anemia
screenings and cob -rectal cancer
kits will be available.
---Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---Breastfeeding Class will be at 5
p.m. in third floor classroom pf
Murray -Calloway Couney
Hospital.
Ladies' day bridge with Doris
Rose as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
---J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of the Confederacy will
have a luncheon at 11:30 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
---Functional design pieces by
BFA candidate Sharon
Snowberger will be on display
through Jan. 31 in Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
---"The Elders of the Tribe,"
featuring work of 44 American artists, will be on exhibit through
Jan 31 in Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

Wednesday,Jan. 20
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at.. 10
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Administrative Board at 7:30 p.m.
---Elm Grove Baptist Church will
have family night potluck at 6 p.m.
with mission organizations to
meet at 7 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship supper at 5:30
p.m.; business meeting, youth
fellowship and children's choirs at
6:30p.m.i Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Chuch will include Youth Council
at 6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting and
Youth Bible Study at 7 p.m.; Santuary Choir at 8 p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m.; Prayer Moments in
sanctuary at 5:05 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.; Bible classes at
6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir practice
at 7:30 p.m.
- play will be at 7
Auditions for
p.m. in Room 310B, Wilson Hall,
Murray State University.
---Missions' Conference will be at 7
p.m. at Emmanuel Baptist
Church.
---Evening registration for 1988
spring semester classes at Murray
State University will be from 5 to 7
p.m. in Curris Center ballroom.

Murray Chapter No. 1465 of
Women of the Moose will meet at 8
p.m. in Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
---Front Porch Swing will meet at
7 p.m. at home of Joanne Cavitt at

-%---.

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Bank of Fancy Farm from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Reisner's Grocery
at Lowes from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---"Sitters for the Elderly"
Seminar will start at 8:30 a.m. in
third floor education unit of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---Jackson Purchase Section of
American Society of Quality Control will have tour at 6:30 p.m. of
Fisher-Price Toys of Murray. This
is for members only.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building.
---Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m
at Ells Center.
-- --Men's Stag Night with Harold
Shoemaker, Paul Butterworth,
Johnny McCage and Marty
Harper in charge will be at Murray Country-Club.
---Murray Single Connection will

, Gil's
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning
STEAM & VACUUM SYSTEM
115 Olive Blvd. - Murray, KY
011 Botwoll 753-9727

•

Thursday,Jan. 21
1514 Oxford Dr. Members note
change in meeting place.
---Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
---Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Hazel Woman's Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center.
---Twin Lakers' Antique Car Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Steakhouse, IDraffenville.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Genesis Ringers at 5:45 p.m.,
Rainbow Ringers at 6:15 p.m. and
Chancel Choir rehearsal at 7 p.m.
---Men's Basketball will be at 7
p.m. in gym of Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
----

flospital... (Cont'd from page 4)
Reed, 501% Pine St., Murray;
Mrs. Lisa G. Calkins, 805 Coldwater Rd., Murray; Raymond H.
Rhode, 517 South Seventh St.,
Murray;
John R. Mahan, Rt. 8, Box 48,
Murray; Kelley M. Woods, 1101
Poplar St., Murray; Mrs. Mary K.
Cain, Rt. 7, Box 693, Murray.
----

Thursday,Jan. 21
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m.
at club house.
One newborn admission and
---dismissals at Murray-Calloway
AA and Al-Anon will have closed County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior 17, have been released as follows:
Citizens' Center at Benton. For inNewborn admission
formation call 759-4059, 762-3399,
Orr baby boy, parents, Joanna
753-7764 or 73-7663.
and William, Rt. 1, Box 133,
---Murray.
Murray Civitan Club will meet
Dismissals
at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Mrs. Bonnie Lynn Douglas and
Restaurant.
baby boy, 1628 W. Main St., Apt. 7,
---.Murray; Michael Cunningham,
Missions Conference will be at? ELL 5, Murray;
p.m. at Emmanuel Baptist
Mrs. Kathy Ann Miller and baby
Church.
girl, Rt. 1, Box 169, Murray;
---Herbert W. Beyer, Rt. 1, Box 205,
Special prayer servics concer- Almo;
•
ning abortion will be from 6 to 10
Mrs. Sondra K. Prescott and
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church. baby boy, HC Box 19P, New Con---cord; Mrs. Pamela Jo Peale, Rt.
West Kentucky Allied Services, 1, Box 61, Paris, Tenn.;
Inc. Board of Directors will meet
Mrs. Rebecca Jo Miller and
at office at 400 North Fifth St., baby girl, Rt. 4, Box 850, Murray;
Mayfield, at 2 p.m.
Mrs. Maud Scott, 820 North 20th
---St., Murray;
Life House, Crisis Pregnancy
Thomas C. Cohoon (expired) 309
Center, at 1506 Chestnut St., Mur- South 15th St., Murray; Mrs.
ray, will have special prayer time Grace Jeffrey (expired) Murray.
from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. Persons
may come and go.

Call For
FREE Estimates

4

Thursday,Jan. 21
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call Pam
at 759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
---Calloway County High School
Girls' Varsity and Junior Varsity
will play St.
basketball te
Mary's there at
---Calloway County Middle School
Eighth Grade Boys' and Girls'
basketball teams will play Trigg
County there at 6 p.m.
---Murray High School Girls' Varsity and Junior Varsity basketball
teams will play Graves County
there at 6 p.m.
---Evening registration for 1988
spring semester classes at Murray
State University will be from 5 to 7
p.m. in Curris Center ballroom.

We're.Glad
You Adted

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Jan.
18, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Miles baby boy, parents, Cheri
and Tony, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Drummond baby boy, parents,
Judy and Don, Rt. 2, Box 262,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Michael Sean Carroll, Box 1422,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Stubblefield and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box
131A, Almo;
Mrs. Deborah Britt and baby
girl, Box 198, Wingo; Mrs. Claire
Benton, Rt. 7, Box 190, Murray;
Billy Lee Humphreys Jr., Rt. 2,
Box 127, Paris, Tenn.; Jeremy
Owen, Rt. 5, Box 523, Murray;
Robert Melton, Rt. 1, Box 17,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Lucy Winningham, CR Box 50, New
Concord;
Mrs. Josephine Shroat, 302
South 13th St., Murray; Paul
Morganelli, Rt. 5, Box 579,
Murray;
Mrs. Georgia Lax, Rt. 2, Box
173, Buchanan, Tenn.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Teachers Showered With Gifts
Are Touched by Students' Love
DEAR ABBY: /4s school teachers
at an elementary'school, we object
to the attitude of "Reluctant Gift
Collector" who belittled those "No.
I Teacher" mugs, plaques and pins
received from students. The teacher
said, "A gift certificate for a free
meal would be much more appreciated."
How can this teacher be an
example to his/her students when
he/she can't appreciate the love and
admiration they put into those socalled "useless gimcracks"?
We gratefully accept all gifts from
our students as priceless treasures,
and we proudly display them in our
classrooms and homes. These gifts
let us know that we are actually
doing our jobs as educators, not
only dispensing knowledge, but
teaching the future generations how
to be human.
Let "Reluctant Gift Collector"
have the 20 or 30 gift certificates for
a meal out - we'd rather have the
love!
THE TEACHERS
AT COTTONWOOD,
CASA GRANDE, ARIZ.
DEAR TEACHERS: All 23 of
you who signed the above letter,
beginning with Dave Maloney
and ending with Ceil McMurren:
Thank you for expressing so
well the unselfish attitude of
those who have chosen the
teaching profession. No one
ever went into teaching to get
rich. But read on for a "gift"
one teacher received that
money couldn't buy:
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the teacher who was the "Reluctant Gift Collector." Enclosed is one
of the nicest gifts a teacher could
ever hope for.
MY NAME IS LEGION,
MY ADDRESS IS CLOUD NINE
P.S. I was the young man's
chemistry teacher.
(The letter enclosed:)
Dear Ms. E.: Each year we ask
students admitted to MIT to share
with us the name of a teacher who
has been especially influential in
that student's Alevelopment. We
congratulate you on being named
this year! More importantly, we
thank you for the time, patience,

expertise, love, discipline and all
the other qualities which have had
an important impact on your students. You do the work from which
we all benefit.
Congratulations again on the
respect you have earned from your
students.
MICHAEL C. BEHNKE,
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS,
MIT, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
* 5 *

DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
"No-Win Situation" rang a bell with
me. "No Win" asked whether she
should tell her friend, "Jane," that
she was cutting down on her visits
to her (Jane's) house because of
Jane's badly behaved children. You
advised "No Win" that she should
gently tell Jane as diplomaticqlly as
possible that her children's behavior is the problem. You pointed out
that ill-mannered and badly behaved children are obnoxious and
therefore friendless. You added that
she'd be doing Jane and her children an enormous favor by telling
her how she feels.
Abby. I am the son of n6t one but
two "Jane-type" parents. The result
was just as you described. I grew up
elf-centered, ill-mannered, badly
behaved, obnoxious and friendless.
It all worked out - finally. I am
now 52 and fairly successful, but I
struggled all my life with personality and attitude problems. My grade
school- report cards consistently
showed low marks in "Respects the
rights of others." I eventually
learned how to be a human being but not from my parents. I was
taught by the outside world. It
would have been a lot easier had
learned those lessons at home. I'm
signing my narfie, but if this is
published, please sign me,
COLONEL, USMC (RETIRED)

4

5*5

Everything you'll need to know
about planning a wedding can be found
in Abby's booklet, "How to Have a
Lovely Wedding." Send your name and
address, clearly printed, plus check or
money order for S2,t49 t63.30.in Canada) to: Dear Abby. Wedging Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054
lpostage and handling included).

Bridal Elegance
•Distinctive
• Affordable
•Professional
These Are A Few Of The Many Reasons
To Choose Wells. No Matter Whit
Size of Your Wedding We Have A
Plan Designed To Fit Your Needs.

WHERE CAN A WIDOW
GET ADVICE ON
FINANCIAL MATTERS?
If your deceased husband had
not assigned a trust company
or an attorney to handle his affairs, legal advice is a wise
move.
The financial decisions
which must be made immediately following a husband's death should be accomplished with the competent advice of an experienced
professional, such as an attorney or banker. The
"brother-in-law" route is
fraught with problems and
high risk.
Certain aspects of the
estate, whether there is a will
or not, will be decided for you
by law. The will - and you
definitely should have one for
husband and wife - will be of
utmost importance when
these
pondering
first
decisions.
We suggest you prepare
yourself by some library work
and by reading certain books
which have been written with
the widow in mind. I suggest
The Money Book by Sylvia
Porter. Sooner or Later by
Jane Moore Howe and How to
Manage Your Money, A
Woman's Guide to Investing,
Elizabeth Fowle.
We may be able to provide
you additional sources of help
and information. Your problems are our concern, so
please gfeel free to call on us

Miller
Funeral flume
Al 1 N -4th st
-1012

t-

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

WELLS STUDIO

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.
11.11ULLIUL1111 11J1.11_1111.11 CAL 11.-L11.1.111-1IA 1.11.111Wilk
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Children in Marilyn Dill and Wilma Beatty's Robertson Center
kindergarten were involved with parents who shared about Christmas
customs in Germany, the Philippines and the United Vates. Above,
Michelle Powell and her mother put the final touches on clfly ornaments.

The students in Sharon .Arant and Pam Cherry's classes from Southwest
Elementary and Reed Rushing's class from East Elementary participate in swimming at the Murray State pool. Swimming skills, water
safety and leisure time skill development were stressed.

These Southwest students are attired in their Book Character Dress-up
Day costumes worn during Children's Book Week. Several students and
teachers were video taped for the whole school to view on Friday of Book
Week. Picture (front row) left to right: Erin Owen, Vicky Davidson,
Rebecca Tidwell and Beth Vance. Back row,left to right: Johnny Lamb,
Annie Forrester, Shawna Thompson, Tom Richter and Drew Harrell.

Janessa Keyes watches as her mother demonstrates how to make
Christmas arrangements with evergreens.

_

During the month of November, whenever a student read a book he/she
could color a turkey for the bulletin board in the library-. During
Children's Book Week, all the turkeys were put in the school kitchen's
oven and the winners were drawn out by cook Jean Barger. The winners
were the following, who are pictured left to right with their prizes:
(front row) Angie Murphy and Ashley Rose; (back row) Russell
Ferguson, Kristen Farmer and Beth Driver.
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Lig
David Wallin holds the Christmas tree that his mother made to show
-about Christmas in the Philippines.
---Wiants
InforThe second-grade classes from Southwest Elementary received
mation about savings and checking accounts from Wilma Billington
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recently. Students pictured with Billington are Missy Brandon, Ashley
Gough, Krista Doran, Rosie Miller and Jennifer Burkeen. The students
were each presented a coloring book and a new penny.

National Children's Book Week was celebrated every day at Southwest
Elementary. These students pictured are winners of the Book Button
Contest. Picture, left to right: Carol Erwin, Courtney McCoy, Melanie
Heltsley, Jeremy Long, Justin Houston and Aaron Noffsinger.

Meg Farrell and friends observe as Meg'S mother shows then how to
make Marzipan fruit.
Calloway County High School senior, Anisha Frizzell, has been named
Student of the Week. The daughter of David and Rebecca Frizzell of Rt.
7, .Anisha is a member of the Beta Club, treasurer of the Foreign
Language Club, a member of the Math Team, Academic Team and National Merit semi-finalist.
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Students at Southwest Calloway Elementary excitedly read books for
pizzas from October to. March every year for the "Book-It' program
sponsored by Pizza Hut. Shown here is first-grader Casey Oliver reading
during her library period to complete her goal that she and her teacher,
Maxine Burkeen, have agreed upon. This program is the greatest
reading incentive leachers and librarian across the United States have
found, according to librarian Kay Greer.
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NEW REVOLUTIONARY
HEATER!
THE DIFFERENCE IS IN
THE DISC!
-Warm Rooms and
people but stays
cool to the touch
THIRMORTAT
-5 Year Warranty
COMFORT
CONTROI.
-U.S. Average cost
-only 68 per day!
-Light, portable clean and odorless
-Smaller than a 6 inch cube and weighs only 6
pounds
-Actually cleans the air it circulates
-1500 watts of power, 5200 BTU's

"The Huron Carol" was sung and dramatized by members of Margaret
Boone's music exploratory class before an audience of sixth-grade
students. Pictured are Midis,I Swift, Eric Romaine, Mitchell Down),
Charlie Harrell, Christy Donelson and Robert Hartsfield.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger it Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools 1753-4(83) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

FREE HEARING TEST!,
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
•HEARING AIDS (' \

'50OFF
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THIS COUPON
—BOARD CERTIFIED—

Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.Fri
7:30-5 Sat.
Chestnut St.

753-2571
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STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER
206 S. 4th, Murray, 753-8055.
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Third grade students of Mrs. Wall at East Calloway Elementary
welcome their new class pet, Squeaky, who is guinea pig. He was a gift
from Doug Bell, a student at Calloway Middle School. Students in the
class are responsible for the guinea pig's cage.
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HEARING AID SPECIALISTS

Murray Home & Auto
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Furniture designers make usual mistakes in remodeling

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsteatures
It turns out furniture designers
are not so different from anybody
else when it comes to the trials
and tribulations of home
renovation.
Take Dan Droz, an adjunct professor of design at Carnegie
Mellon University, for example. It
might be expected he, if anyone,
would understand the hazards of
attempting to redo a 70-year-old
house in very had condition.
However, the designer and his
wife, who recently completed
renovation of a home in Pittsburgh, made the usual mistakes.
They took on a more complex and
difficult job than they had imagined. They acted as their own contractors. They had to move in with
a new baby before the place was
finished because they had sold
1 omily - Irving
their old house. They also spent
more money than they had
he,
nook
anticipated.
Now that the work is done,
however, they, like others before
them in a similar situation, are
dining rm
thrilled with the results.
toyer"
.
Droz's position did give him
gar age
some special opportunities. The
furniture designer completed the
house with the help of the Hardwood Manufacturers Association
which supplied material at cost.
The home is a demonstration project for the use of wood in home
remodeling applications and will
THE FOYER OF THIS RANCH HOUSE leads to a large family-lOdng be shown in the April issue of
room. Down the hall, the bedroom wing holds three bedrooms. Plan HA I 449(i •'1,001 Home Ideas" magazine.
In small economies, Droz found
has 1,553 square feet. For more information write - enclosing a stamped.
self-addressed envelope - to architect Carl E. Gaiser. 33018 Grand River. ways to use up wood scraps left
over from flooring and wood ceilFarmington. MI 48024
ings and cabinetry. He turned
them into unusual drawer pulls
and free-form electric switch
plates.
More substantially, he
employed wood for floors and ceilBy ANDY LANG
space between the logs so air can ings and in built-in cabinetry in
many of the rooms of the home.
AP Newsfeatures
Circulate freely around them.
0
Lightiteffre in your f1rt-A
Fires throw sparks, especially Ceilings which needed to be
the proper way and it not only will when hardwood is being burned, - ‘replaced were faced in wood, an
operate efficiently, it will keep you so keep your fireplace screen clos- application he says was surpriswarm without endangering your ed. Don't throw scraps of paper or ingly as economical as replastersafety.
gift wrapping into the fire, since ing or putting up new drywall.
Itengendered less mess since
The.first step is to be sure your they flare up quickly._ Never.gck out.
chimney is clean, which means of the room and leave small the old ceiling did not have to be
having it cleaned at least once a children near,the fireplace. And removed.
Solid maple kitchen counters
year by a professional — unless see there is no chance the fire will
you know exactly what you are do- start up again after you have gone have been treated to a super finish
that offers protection from
ing and don't mind a messy job. A to bed.
fireplace that isn't clean usually
Never start a fire with flam- damage due to heat and moisture.
has a buildup of creosote, which
mable liquids. The makers of The finish ( available in lumber
can cause a fire and block the flow butane torches say it is the best supply outlets where butcher
block and other counter materials
of air, a certain way to get smoke way to light a fireplace fire, since
into your house when the fire is be- your hands don't get too close to are sold resists stains from common household chemicals such as
ing started.
the flames. Once the fire is lit, conThere are many other reasons stant concentration is the price of bleach, alcohol and nail polish,
too.
why a fireplace smokes. If your. safety.
houseis fairly airtight you should
have some kind of opening to admit air to help the fire draw. The
draft from a fireplace will pull air
Housing permits
out of a tight house, which creates
a vacuum. That, in turn, pulls air
For first 8 months in thousands of units
down the chimney and sends
smoke into the room where the
fireplace is located.
Another cause of a smoking
NE 1986
fireplace is an opening too large
JUIN 1987
Urban
for the size of the flue. You can
1,069
make the opening a bit smaller by
934
blocking off part of it with a
Rural
fireproof material or by using a
in 147
ready-made firebox that fits into
145
.......
your fireplace.
Northwest
Air can be sent down the
189
195
chimney by the presence of tall
Midwest
trees too close to the top of the
chimney. Aside from removing
196
195
the obstructions, which may call
South
only for the cutting of a few bran488
ches, you usually can solve the
410
problem with the addition of a
Aloct
chimney cap.
343
Incorrect use of the fireplace
L.
28
1
1-1-111
damper may be the reason for a
:1 I f-1 i-1171 71
ii ti. 1'Chicago Tribune
Graphic:
smoking fireplace. -Left closed
: Source.0 S. Census Bureau
when the fireplace is not in use,
E.i i_i :J, 1,i '..1 3.i Li 3.3 3.: IA
the damper should be opened part
of the way or all the way.
How much can be determined
by a little testing. Open the
damper just enough to cause the
smoke to flow up the chimney and
not into the room. Ideally, a wide
open damper would be perfect, but
rr
all thimneys are not built the
same and they don't all operate
the same way.
,,r 104 .'
You can get the best draft from
VIS4agic Chef
your fireplace by stacking the
wood near the back of it. Pile
Ears pish-ealse
autalies
•2-speed motor
kindling on crumpled balls of
•Built-in light
newspaper between andirons if
•1-year warranty •30" wide
you have them. Stack two large
•5-blade fan
'Almond only
split logs across the andirons,
decreasing the size of the logs as
you stack upwards. Small logs
burn best in a grate basket, int9
which several inches of newspaper
and kindling are placed.
We Service What We Sell
A fire does well when there are
some ashes on the floor of the
fireplace. The bed of ashes left
over from the last fire does nicely.
Use a small fireplace shovel to
Village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N
spread the leftover ashes fairly
(Next to Coin's AMC Jeep)
759 1505
evenly. Be sure there is some

Light fireplace proper way for warmth

RANGE HOOD

$25

$35

Vent-less

Vented

Underwood Appliance

Standard red oak cabinets in the
kitchen and adjoining family room
were given a more furniture-like
appearance with oversized doors
one-and-a-half-inches wider than
usual, which cover the interior
framing.
"We wanted to make the
cabinetry look more like furniture
than kitchen cabinets so as to provide a warmer family room look,"
he said, adding that for his family
and other families with young
children, the kitchen tends to
become a room for socializing, it
is therefore appropriate for the
room to look more like a family
room.
To create more kitchen storage
space, Droz added a third level of
cabinets above the usual wall
cabinets so that now the room has
a ceiling-high storage area. The

The same oak cabinets of the
high-up cabinets hold items that
kitchen are in the adjoining family
are rarely used.
Instead of solid facing for room. Wall cabinetry includes
kickplates under base cabinets, pull-out storage carts. When in
Droz had wire baskets installed place, they look like the base
behind a false front. The ankle- cabinets of a built-in wall system.
high wire bins accommodate But these cabinets roll out on 21.2
small slender items such as cookie inch casters.
With three small children, the
sheets, extension cords, light
bulbs and other items that usually Droz family uses the storage bins
contribute to clutter in drawers for toys. The family room can be
straightened up for adults almost
and cabinets.
A slender pull-down bin has instantly by stuffing toys into the
been cut into the front facing of the cabinets and pushing them into
wood sink surround for items such place against the wall.
In the foyer-entrance, a
as dish detergent and steel wool:
decorative checkerboard flooring
pads.
Droz estimated stratagems such is really alternating blocks of
maple and walnut.
as these increased kitchen storage
Droz said renovating the house
by about 44) percent. At retail
prices, a finished kitchen such as for his family has contributed to a
the one he installed might cost change in his attitude toward
about $15,000, he said.
design. "I have broken from the
contemporary point of view that
the grid is good to a freer use of organically inspired forms." Droz
says some types of designs, such
as those with rounded edges, are
safer than others.
He now questions whether
anyone with young children should
have a glass-topped coffee table in
the house, and sharp edges
generally no longer especially ap83%
peal to him.
83

Using a real estate agent
In percent of buyers
in selected atlas
who used an agent
Boston
Indianapolis

Philadelphia

81

Denver

80

Minneapolis St. Paul

77

Washington, D.C.

74.

Detroit
Dallas

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
MURRAY'S
NATIONAL HOTEL
Apartments are now
available at the National
Hotel in Murray for
elderly, disabled, or handicapped individuals
needing a one (1) or two
(2) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined
on the basis of income,
Contact the Purchase
Area Housing Corporation for further information at 753-8325 or
247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
IOW 44 POLOSIIIE
Opportunity SPICA
NEWS
Provider

72
64

Chicago Tribune Graphic:
Source: National Association of Realtors

-LOTS FOR SALE
Joining the City Limits West of Gatesborough
Hal Spann
Joe
•
..
$12000 Each
•Underground Utilities 'Sewer •Water •Gas
Call 753-4060 or 753-5541
from
5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Or WrIte P.O. Box 251, Murray, KY 42071
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BEST BUYS OFTHE MONTH
ROTARY
DIMMER

ACE
•600 Watt
• Single Pole
• Dial/on/off
• Extends Bulb Life
• Saves Energy

SOFT-WHITE
• 2-Pock
• 60, 75 or 100 Watt
• Soft White Finish
Reduces Glare, Softens
Shadows

LIGHT
BULBS

YOUR CHOICE

POMIlf
SUPPLIES
LAST
*WISE
SUPPLIES
LAST

AS
ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL TV

AS ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL TV

ACE

DRAWSTRING TALL

KITCHEN CAN BAGS

• White Baked Enamel
Finish
• Textured Vinyl Mat is
Easy to Clean
• 260 Lb Capacity

AS
ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL TV
WHILE
SUPPUIS
LAP

SUPPLIES
LAST

*New Drawstring Design
• Easy to Close & Dispose ot
• Rugged 13 Gal Capoc ry
• 20 Per Box

Serving You Since 1955

Murray Supply Co.
20S E. MaIn

753-3361
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Unexcused
absence

Martin, Gold lead Racers

MSU playing 'role'
of OVC contenders
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Backed by a strong defense and
another big night for Jeff Martin,
the Murray State Racers pulled
away in the second half to down
Morehead State 85-74 in an Ohio
Valley Conference game in Racer
Arena Monday night.
Martin followed a 36-point performance from Saturday's 95-84
upset of Eastern Kentucky with a
32-point, 10-rebound showing
Monday.
Murray fell behind early in the
game, trailing by as many as
seven, before Racer forward Doug
Gold came off the bench to score
eight first-half points, which
allowed Martin extra room to
record 15 points by the
intermission.
Terence Brooks also came off
the bench to add eight as Murray
recovered from a sloppy start to
shoot 48 percent in the opening
period and trim the lead to 43-42
with a Don Mann lay-up with just
seven seconds remaining.
Murray took a 44-43 advantage
on its first possession of the second
half, as Martin converted a lob
dunk with just five seconds gone
by.
The Eagles regained the lead off
two Darrin Hale free throws
moments later, but Martin hit a
fall away jumper to give the
Racers a 48-47 edge and start a
13-5 run that MSU was able to protect throughout the second half.
While Murray ended the game
at 56 percent from the floor and
out-rebounded Morehead 43-38,
Racer head coach Steve Newton
renfains concerned with the trend
of sluggish starts his team has
fallen into.
"It worries me," the third-year
coach said. "I felt like we
challenged our guys to play a team
that their backs to the wall and
that needed a win."

MSU students
disappear with
ESPN cameras

MURRAY ST.85
MOREHEAD ST.74
MURRAY STATE
Martin 12-15 8-9 32. Ogden 3-4 1-27. Sias 1-4 2-2 4,
2-5
10. King 2-4 2.2 7, Gold 5-8 2-3 12.
Mann 4-10
Robbins 0-1 0-00. Brooks 3-8 1-2 9. McClatchey 041
0-1 0. Foster 1-1 2-64
Totals 30-54 20-32 85
MOREHEAD STATE
Davis 3-10 1-3 8. Rivers 8-13 3-3 17. Hale 8-13 4-5 18,
Mason 7-15 24 17, Curry 1-3 0-0 2. Peters 1-4 0-0 2,
Turner 0-4 1-2 1, Matthews 1-4 1-1 9, Mitchell 0-2
0-0 0. Chaney 0-4 2-2 2
Totals 28-72 14.2274
Halftime score—Morehead St 43. Murray St.
42 3-point goals— Morehead St 4-13 (Davis 1-3,
Rivers 2-5, Mason 1-4, Curry 0-1 ), Murray St. 3-10
(Mann 0-3, King 1.2. Robbins 0-1, Brooks 2-41
ReFouled out—Hale, Chaney, Sias
bounds—Morehead St, (Rivers 71. Murray St.
atartln 10). Assists—Morehead St. 11 (Curry 4
Murray St 14 (Mann 71 Total fouls—Morehead
St 30, Murray St 20
Attendance-2.500

The Racers improved to 8-7
overall and 3-0 in the OVC:
Morehead fell to 4-9 and 0-3.
"We won and that's good, even
though we didn't play that great,"
Mann said. "When we can play
badly and win, then it's a sign that
we have a good team."
The Eagles were hampered by
39 percent shooting as MSU's
aefense shut down an offense that
was averaging better than 80
points a game coming in.
"We had been whipped a lot on
our defensive boards and on
defense, in the first half," Newton
said. "Sometimes, when your offense isn't as crisp as you'd like,
you have to rely on your defense."
Mann connected for 10 paints
while dishing out seven assists and
picking up three steals of the
Racers' six steals. Gold had 12
points while Brooks added nine.
Forward Chris Ogden scored
seven points and his nine rebounds
trailed only Martin.
Although Martin dominated the
statistics, he credited Murray's
bench for the win.
"I think the guys coming off the
bench are coming in ready to
(Cont'd on page 9)

Mt forward Doug Gold came off the bench to score 12 points Monday night, helping the Racers to an 85-74
Staff photo b. ('tab Walker
win over Morehead. Murray improved to 8-7 overall and 3-0 in the 0%C.

NFL playoffs

Washington expects Monk back in time for Super Bowl

..,

By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
HERNDON, Va. — The Washington Redskins expect to
have three-time Pro Bowl wide receiver Art Monk
available when they face the Denver Broncos in the Super
Bowl.
He had 38 receptions for 483 yards this season before he
suffered a partial tear of the medial collateral ligament in
his right knee in a game against the St. Louis Cardinals on
Dec. 6 and has been on the inactive list since.
Monk, who missed the Redskins' last Super Bowl appearance in 1983 due to a broken foot, is planning to practice with the team Thursday when Washington begins onfield preparations for the Broncos.
"I think he's ready to roar," Coach Joe Gibbs said Monday. "I told him not to try it until he feels he's 100 percent.
and I think he is now."
Gibbs said Monk told him Monday that he was "ready to
go." Last week. Monk worked out on his own. and

Washington's 17-10 victory over Minnesota in Sunday's
NFC title game enabled him to get one more chance to
play this season.
Meanwhile, Redskins running back Timmy Smith said
the Vikings' defense is superior to Denver's.
Minnesota limited Washington to 11 first downs and nine
pass completions while holding the Redskins to their
lowest point-output of the year. Smith, a rookie, predicted
that the Washington offense would fare better against the
Broncos.
"I don't think their defense is as tough as Minnesota's,"
said Smith, who rushed for 72 yards Sunday. "I don't think
the Denver Broncos' defense is as aggressive, so that's going to give us a little edge."
The Redskins could also have an edge if they have
Monk, who set an NFL single-season record in 1984 with
106 catches. Gibbs said he will assess the condition of the
eight-year veteran Thursday and Friday before deciding
whether he is healthy enough to reclaim his starting spot

from Ricky Sanders.
The last time the Redskins faced the Broncos, in
December 1986, Monk had six catches for 129 yards and a
touchdown. But Denver escaped with a 31-30 victory at
Mile High Stadium after Washington kicker Max Zendejas
missed a conversion and two field goals.
The Redskins' current placekicker, All Haji-Sheikh. has
come under fire because of his Zendejas-like inconsistency. Haji-Sheikh missed field goals of 38 and 47 yards Sunday to help make the game closer than it might have been.
Weeks ago. after Haji-Sheikh missed a pair of field goals
in the regular-season finale against Minnesota, Gibbs pitted Haji-Sheikh and Jess Atkinson in a competition to
determine the Redskins' kicker for the playoffs.
Haji-Sheikh, who Wok over for an injured Atkinson in
the second week of the season, retained his job. Gibbs said
he would not hold a similar duel, claiming he would "keep
everything the way we have it right now."

Record-breaking Smith paces MSU to win over Morehead
All-OVC forward scores 38 points;
Lady Racers improve to 3-0 in OVC
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Paced by a record breaking performance by Sheila
Smith, the Murray State Lady Racers whipped the
Lady Eagles of Morehead State 102-78 Monday night
in Racer Arena.
Smith broke the single game scoring mark for a
Lady Racer tossing in 38 on 17-of-22 shooting while
teammate Michelle Wenning had 23 on 10-ef-14
shooting and pulled down 14 rebounds.
The win ran the Lady Racer Mcord to 14-2 and 3-0
in the Ohio Valley Conference, entering a crucial
weekend road swing through Tennessee.
"I thought we were sucessful at doing what we
wanted to do," MSU coach Bud Childers said. "We
kept Morehead out of their offense. Our defensive intensity is starting to pick up. The girls are beginning
to see the rewards of full court pressure."
Murray State once again, as in Saturday's victory
over Eastern Kentucky, used a full court press
sparked by the play of Smith and classmate Rona
Poe. Poe had 11 points, eight assists and four steals.
.Smith, in typical fashion, shrugged off her record
performance.
"It feels great to accomplish what I have so far,"
she said. "I would just like to thank Rona and Karen
(Johnson(forgetting me the ball. All the credit goes
to them."
"She was on the verge of doing this Saturday but
she got in foul trouble," Childers said. "When she
gets that look in her eye and her stroke going,-she's
unstoppable."
Childers also. was pleased with the play of Wenning. The freshman from New Washington. In..
naturally is a forward but has been called into center

duty due to an injury to Jeannie Pollman As the
season has progressed she has shown strong,
physical play inside.
"I am starting to mature inside and knowing what
I can and can't get away with," Wenning said.
Johnson also had 12 points and seven rebounds,
while Cathy Mathews came off the bench strong for
the second straight game, pulling down eight rebounds and scoring six points.
Morehead had all five starters in double figures
with Angie Lennman and Sophia Renfro sharing
scoring honors with 14 each.
The two teams battled back in forth early before
Murray went on an 11-2 spurt midway thr4ugh the
first half. But the Lady Eagles fought bac11, taking
the lead before Murray stretched out to a 47-42
halftime advantage.
Behind Smith's 10 points in the firsh five minutes of
the second half, Murray outscored the Lady Eagles
16-7 to take a 14-point lead with 15:14 remaining,
eventually building up a 29-point advantage. when
Cindi Brazee hit two free throws with 2:32 remaining
to give the Lady Racers the century mark.
Murray takes to the road this weekend, meeting
traditional powers Middle Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech. MTSU, who bumped MSU out of OVC tourna
ment last season, is the only other undefeated team
in conference action
"We've never won down there since I've been
here," Childers said. "I think this year's team has a
great chance. We're going to go down there and our
fans should know we're going to give them a fight."
"I just hope we go down there and play our ball
game," Smith said.

Lady Racer guard Rona Poe runs the offense in Monday night's 10210
State. MSC improved to 14-2 overall and 3-0 in the
win over Morehead.
photo)h (11 14alltrr
Conference.
Ohio Valley

Racer Arena was rocking Saturday night. Murray State was kicking off a series of Ohio Valley Conference games to be nationally
televised by ESPN and the
students were out in full force to
support their team.
A closer look at most of the signs
and banners that were shoved at
the cable network's cameras,
however, revealed that more
students were there to support
their own fraternity or sorority
than the team. Anyone not convinced of that should have been at
Monday night's 85-74 win over
Morehead State.
The attendance was more than
'cut in half, falling from 5,250 for
Saturday's 10:30 contest to Monday's 2,500, played at the regular
7:30 time.
MSU coach Steve Newton
couldn't explain the slip in fan support, especially after so many saw
the Racers come from behind to
beat Eastern Kentucky 95-84.
"Had I been at that game (as a
fan, and been a part of an enthusiastic event like that, I'd have
to come back," Newton said.
"I'd like to see solid, consistent
student support across the board."
Rumors are circulating that
many student groups had organized to boycott the Racer games
because of what they felt was unfair treatment when three of the
players were suspended for the
first seven games of the season in.
the wake of a dormitory incident
— the students feeling that the
players got off easy because they
were athletes.
They may be right, but putting
off a moral stand for a chance to
appear on television lowers your
credibility a great deal.
At any rate, Newton didn't get
the student support he'd like
Monday.
Then again, that's not always a
good thing either — at least not at
MSU these days.
While the fans were cheering
and making quite a ruckus, what
they were saying didn't leave a
very good impression of the
university.
0
The MSU student body got about
80 percent participation in obscene
chants directed at officials while
the Racer pep band kept the beat
throughout the game.
Another embarrassment to the
school was the unfortunate tradi.
tion of toilet paper tossing.
The students have made it a
point this season to shower the
court with toilet paper after the
Racers' first basket of each game
It's not that bad of an idea and certainly not an original one, but a
few people couldn't let it go at
that.
Some rolls were tossed after
Murray's second field goal and
two souvenir balls were tossed onto the court in the second half. One
was picked up before it had a
chance to interfere with play. but
the latter delayed an Eastern free
throw.
Then, several youngsters rocked
the Murray basket as Jeff Martin
attempted free throws to ice the
game.
As a r:Isult of the national exposure Saturday's game brought.
OVC commissioner Jim Delaney
asked that officials enforce a conference rule that would charge a
school with a technical foul when
its home fans obstructed play.
The students at Monday's game
threw the paper, but no technical
was called.
Newton said that the officials
showed good judgement in not enforcing the rule, but also said, "I
think it should be enforced if it's in •
the book and enforced
consistently."
The Murray coach said that he
didn't notice any unbecoening
behavior from the student body.
saying that when the fans are
there, they're "second to none."
He also said that he generally
doesn't see or hear what's going on
in the crowd because he's concenl('ont'd on page 9)
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Slow start sets stage for 55-50 Lady Tiger loss
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
The Murray Hie. Lady Tigers
fought to climb out of the hole
they'd dug themselves into, reached the edge, then slipped and fell
to the Mayfield Lady Cardinals
55-50 Monday night in Fourth
District action in Murray.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
8tul3IN Y

753-8355

AGE NT

Basketball

14 32 41 55
Mayfield
9 22 36 50
Murray
Mayfield - Warmath 17, Stratton 16, Whaley 8,
Champion 7, England 4, Wiman 3. Jackson Mc
Collar, Bell
Murray - Parker 17, Hamilton 11. Bazzell 10
A Greenfield 7. Jones 4, Spann 2. Prescott 1
Vanover, Y Greenfield
Records - Mayfield 4-7. 1-1. Murray 3-8 0-3

ASTERN t ONFERI:
Atlantic Division
I. Pet.
V%
28 10
722
Boston.
514
18 17
i'hiladelphia
364
21
12
A ashington
361
13 23
New York
4 27
229
New Jersey
Central Division
722 26 10
Atlanta
3
656
21 11
Detroit
,
600 41
21 14
Chicago
576 51
,
19 11
Milwaukee
,
31
186
17 18
Indiana
17 19
472 9
Cleveland
AS ESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
I. Pet. GB
VI
667 22 11
Dallas
15
20
a
571
Houston

EAST
Delaware 84, Rider 75
Holy Cross 190. New Hampshire 92
Penn 61. St Francis. Pa 59
Rhode Island 92, George Washington 61
Syracuse 90. Boston College 60
Temple 59, Penn St. 44
West Virginia 71, St Bonaventure 54

Murray High guard Jennifer Parker drives around a Mayfield defender in Monday night's 55-50 Lady Tiger
Staff photo by Daniel T Parker
loss. Parker scored 17 points as MHS dropped to 0-3 in Fourth District play.
Mayfield scored for a 37-26 lead,
but Hamilton scored on a putback,
Jones tossed in a putback and
Bazzell passed to Hamilton on a
fast-break attack that cut the lead
to five at 37-32.
The Lady Cardinals took a 44-36
lead going into the final frame and
pushed it out to 48-37 before the
Lady Tigers made their final comeback push.
A Parker bucket was followed
by a Whaley free throw for
Mayfield, but Parker then got her
own rebound and scored, with the
Lady Tiger press then forcing a
steal that Bazzell converted into a
lay-up and a 49-43 difference.
Bazzell then stole the ball again
and Parker scored for a four-point
gap and Greenfield came up with a
steal at the 2:20 mark.
Greenfield then tossed the ball
in the hoop and was fouled with

2:10 left, adding the pressure free
throw to bring the Lady Cardinal
lead down to 49-48.
With 2:(7 left, Mayfield missed
the front end of a bonus and Pam
Prescott pulled down the rebound.
Hamilton then got an offensive rebound and was fouled, sinking
both free throws with 1:51 left to
give the Lady Tigers their only
lead of the night at 50-49.
That lead lasted only five
seconds, however. Warmath was
fouled bringing the ball up against
Murray's pressure, and the Lady
Cardinal junior sank both shots to
lift the Mayfield girls up by one.
After a 'missed Murray shot,
Warmath was at the line again and
again sank both tries for a 53-50
lead. Warmath then drove in for a
lay-up to seal the 55-50 decision.
"We dug our way out, but we
were still on the edge," Harrell

noted, praising the Murray girls
for their comeback efforts but adding the Lady Tigers were
hampered by poor shooting and an
early rebounding disadvantage.
"A lot of shots just weren't dropping for us," Harrell said. "When
you get the ball where you want it
and it doesn't go down, it really
hurts you."
Harrell added his pleasure with
the effectiveness of the Lady
Tigers' pressure defense, but added "you have to score before you
can press."
Murray hosts Heath tonight in a
girls-boys doubleheader.
In freshman boys action from
Monday night, the ,Murray
freshmen Tigers defeated
Mayfield's freshmen 56-43 as
Tiger guard Willis Chaney poured
kr 30 points, 23 during the 35-16
first half.

MSU playing `role'...
(Cont'd from page 8)
play," he said. "Every night,
somebody comes in and contributes. Tonight, I guess it was
Doug.
"They come in and fill their
roles. Terence came in and hit
some big shots for us and Robert
(McClatchey) got us some big rebounds. That's what it takes to
win."
Morehead was led by Bo Rivers'

17 points. The Eagle forward also
earned team honors with seven
rebounds.
"Rivers causes us problems,"
Newton said. "He's a fine player
and he hurts you in a lot of ways
because of his size."
Martin, however, was doing
most of the hurting. The Racers'
All-OVC forward scored his second straight 30-point game on
12-of-15 shooting from the floor

Middle school basketball

Murray drops three contests
Murray Middle School dropped
a tnple-header to Mayfield Monday, losing the eighth-grade boys'
game 58-25 and the eighth-grade
girls' game 28-26 on a last-second
shot.
The seventh-grade boys also
slipped, losing 45-23, despite Todd
Thomas' 13 points.
Thomas also led the eighthgrade boys with eight points.
Mitch Fike had six points and nine
rebounds and Ronny Thorn had six

points and six boards.
The Tigers fell to 0-7.
The Lady Tigers slipped to 2-5,
despite an 11-point, 17-rebound effort from Kwanda Hornbuckle.
Murray out-rebounded Mayfield
32-16 for the game.
Mary Catherine Woolridge added seven points and Collette Jones
chipped in six.
Murray will travel to South Marshall Thursday night.

and 8-of-9 from the free throw line.
MSU's all-time blocked shot
leader added to his total with five
rejections and even found time for
two assists and a pair of steals.
But Martin said that the win was
little more than a tune-up as Murray swings into its first conference
road trip, traveling to Middle Tennessee Saturday and Tennessee
Tech Monday.

"This was really a big game for
us, because we're up to 3-0 in the
conference," Martin said. "But
we need to win on the road,'too.
"They say that you need to win
at home and split on the road, but
this team feels like we can win our
road games as well," he added.
"We don't want to be 1-1 after this
road trip. We want to come back
2-0."

Unexcused absence...
(Cont'd from page 8)
trating on the game and not the
fans.
Of course, the fans can concentrate on the fans and several fans
were angered at the ball-throwing
incidents. What probably angered
most area parents, however, was
the ex.ent of profanity.
When I attended Murray State
from 1982-1986, I was under the impression that the community
didn't support the school's athletic
program enough.
Sure, there was always the
Racer Club and a few seasonticket holders, but few people
from Marshall, Graves and Mc-

Cracken counties will travel a few
miles to see a Division I basketball
team which I still find a little
disturbing.
But now, I can't really blame
them.- Growing up in Paducah, I
remember seeing several Racer
games as a youngster. But I
wouldn't want my children to
witness the kind of sportsmanship
displayed Saturday night.
There is one good side to MSU's
fickle fans, though.
If the game's not televised, the
place won't be nearly as rowdy.
be sure to get a good
You'll
seat.

(VMS splits with South Marshall

kr.
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MAYFIELD 55
MURRAY 50

"We've had that problem - one
bad quarter and three good ones,"
Murray coach Jim Harrell said
after his 3-7, 0-3 Lady Tigers saw
the Lady Cardinals shovel up a
12-1 start on 3-point plays from
Beth Warmath and Mel Whaley
while Murray was chilled from the
field.
The Lady Tigers quickly got
back into the game, however, as
Jennifer Hamilton connected from
the lane, and Julie Bazzell passed
to Ann Greenfield for a fast-break
basket. Bazzell then came up with
a steal and scored on the lay-up for
a 12-7 difference that led to a 14-9
first quarter mark.
Murray continued to threaten in
the second after Penny Champion's baseline shot opened the
period. Greenfield passed to
Michelle Jones for a short turnaround jumper and the press
forced another steal, with Greenfield scoring for a 16-13 difference.
Mayfield then walked with the
ball, but Murray missed a short
jumper and fouled on the rebound
attempt. The Lady Cardinals hit
two free throws, then used a stolen
pass by Whaley to set up a
baseline jumper from Merri Stratton. Mayfield went on to post a
26-13 lead before Murray reduced
the lead 32-22 by halftime.
Mayfield opened the second half
with another 3-point goal by Warmath, but Jennifer Parker went
coast-to-coast on a lay-up and added an outside shot for Murray.
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Calloway County fell to 3-5 with
a 52-41 loss to South Marshall
while the Lady Lakers improved
to 7-1 with a 44-27 rout.
James Williams scored 10 points
as Calloway was victimized by
5-for-25 shooting in the first half.
Jay Newton added nine and Tony
Clinton and Seth Arant scored six
apiece
Calloway trimmed a 33-14
halftime lead to 10 on two occasions in the final two periods, but
could get no closer.
Julie Waldrop and Jennifer
Catherson scored 13 and nine

points, respectively, as they
shared the center spot for the
Lady Lakers. Waldrop hit 5-of-5
free throws and Catherson
brought down eight rebounds.
Ann Paul scored six points and
collected seven boards. Krista
Stalls and Patty Carroll scored six
each. Stalls and Christy Lambert
filled in at the point guard position
for an ill Darra Mitchell.
Calloway corrected an earlier
free throw prolem by shooting
12-of-28 from the line.
Both teams will visit Trigg
County Thursday.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Touchless-Automatic
Car Wash

SOUTH
Alcorn St 86. Alabania.St 81
American U. 75, East Carolina 69, OT
Appalachian St 98, VM1 82
Austin Peay 78, E. Kentucky 64
Campbell 68. Cent Wesleyan 58
Coaatal Carolina 92, Baptist Coll 79
Coker 54. Citadel 51
Davidson 86. W Carolina 67
E Tennessee St 84, Marshall 74
Fla. International 97. St. Francis. NY 86
Florida A&M 79, Coppin St. 69
Furman 77. Tn.-Chattanooga 82
George Mason 92, Liberty 83
Jacksonville 92. Cent Florida 76
Louisiana Tech 84, SW Louisiana "0
Louisville 84. W. Kentucky 71
MO .E Shore 71, Delaware St 69
Murray St 85, Morehead St. 74

MONDA1"8 GAMES
GIRLS
Anderson Co. 59, Western Anderson 21
Beechwood 44, Bellevue 29
Betsy Layne 52. Mullins 41
Boone Co. 52. Dixie Heights 42
BM:II-bon Co 61. Nicholas Co. 38
Boyd Co NS E Carter 53
Boyle Co 53. Rockcastle Co. 23
Bracken Co. 52, W Union, Ohio 50
Bremen 56, Drakesboro 52
Broasart 80,•Villa Madonna 40
Buckhorn 70, June Buchanan 44
BuIlitt E 35. Bardstown Bethlehem 33
Bulfitt Cent 53. E.town 22
Carroll Co. 93, Walton Verona 53
Casey Co. 48. Russell Co. 41
Clark Co. 50. Lea Hinry Clay 42
Conner 58, Coy Holmes 47
Corbin 61. Clay Co 54
Cov Holy Cross.59. Dayton 25
E Hardin 81, N Hardin 43
Fleming-Neon 54. Virgie
FrankiacLia, Harnadatuarg 42
Ft. Thomas Highlands 60. Simon Kenton 441
Grayson Co 64. Edmonson Co. 44
Harrison Co 64. Pendleton Co 52
Hughes-Kirk 69. Fordsville 28
Jackson Co 59. Estill Co 40
Johnson Cent 67. Painstville 57
laurel Co 55. Pulaski Co 48
I

rr, 48

568
16
_
157
16 19
421
• 14 19
257
9 26
Pacific Division
800
7
28
I. A Lakers
618
21 13
Portland
595
15
22
Seattle
382
13 21
Phoenix
257
9 26
L A Clippers
182
6 27
Golden State
Monday's Games
Boston 121. Golden State 101
New York 110. Atlanta 102
Detroit 14. Denver 116
Los Angeles Lakers 121, Houston 110
Seattle 115, Indiana 105
New Jersey 117 Phoenix 113 •
Chicago 117. Washington 103
Dallas 99 Los Angeles Clippers 47

•enver
Utah
San Antonio
Sacramento

14
-8i,
7
,
14,
19
21

N C Wilmington 69, Navy 60
Old Dominion 92 Ala Birmingham 80. OT
S Carolina St 43, Bethune-Cookman 41
S Mississippi 61. South Alabama 55
SE Louisiana 51. Pan American 44
Memphis St 58
South Carolina
Southern U 103, Jackson St 91
Vs Commonwealth 97. Virginia Tech 84
MIDWEST
Akron 76. Middle Tenn. 72
Butler 66. Loyola. 14 54
Cleveland St 95. E- ITIMOis 84
Creighton 74, Chicago St. 65
N Iowa 86_ Valparaiso 80, 20T
Ohio St 70. Michigan 68
Tennessee St. 74, Mo -Kansas City 68
Tennessee Tech 79. Youngstown St. 59
W Illinois 70, SW Missouri S 44
Wis -Green Flay 79. III .Chicago 44
Xavier, Ohio 106. Detroit 164
SOUTHWEST
Gramblirig St. 75. Prairie View 67
Lamar 84. Oral Roberts 60
Oklahoma St 92. N. Texas St. 82
Stephen F Austin 76. Nicholls St. 69
Texas-San Antonio 79. Texas-Arlington 72.
OT
Texas Southern 115, Miss. Valley St. 92

8/.

Lloyd 76. Newport Cent. Cath. 71
Lou. Waggener57. Lou. Sacred Heart 50
M.C. Napier 59. Dike Combs 34
Madison Cent 58, Lex. Bryan Station 53
Marion Co 51. Ft."Knox 25
Mayfield 55. Murray 52
McCreary Cent. 54. Cawood 52
McLean Co 69. Apollo 60
Nelson Co. 53. LaRue Co. 31
Notre Dame 80, Coy. Scott 50
Ohio Co 55, Warren Cent 47
Oldham Co 49, Meade Co 43
Oneida Bapt 49. Riverside 43
Owen Co 52. Gallatin Co 43
Owensboro 59. Hancock Co. 44
_PheIpa 67. HeltrY 63 Reldland 48, Hickman Co 39
Richmond Model 54, Bergin 39
Rhwan Co. 67. Morgan Co 35
Russell 68, Ironton. Ohio, 42
Scott Co. 63. Campbell Co. 36
Shelby Co 54, Franklin Co 52(IT
Todd Co Cent 67. Christian Co. 40

.....................
Warren E

74. Logan Co. 44
Washington Co. 46. Bardstown 31
Western Hills 58. Parts 53
WhItesville Trinity 43. Davies. Co 40
Williamsburg 61, Lynn Camp 22
Wolfe Co -IT Powell Co 46
Woodford Co 58. Danville 3.6

Somerset 5/1

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

,-,
yERi4,i16,11
LUMBER OF MURRAY. INC.cash 6scaai:Y
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450.•,..7.___
Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Ends
Monday

-•"'"

Visa-MC-Discover

SPECIALS-OF-THE-WEEK
CHASE THE CHILL
OF WINTER
WITH
CERTAINTEED.

Storage
Building
8 X1 2

Insulate now.
And you can
get a
free Stadlum
Blanket

599.95
Delivery

Availiable

at

Fxtr

..Charge
'2 X1 2

411

Ceiling Tile
#1202

25

University
Barber Shop
"Look Who's New"
At the Barber Shop

.1
7

So H

Insulation Board
3/4 4 X8

J
Wayne Long

To better serve you University Barber Shop is proud to
announce that Wayne Long, formerly of the West Side
Barber Shop, is now associated with the University
Barber Shop.
Wayne invites all is former patrons and friends to
come by
Sat. 8 to 3:30
Hrs: Tues.-Fri. 8 to 5
753-1953
309 N. 16th
Next to the Melt Shop across from Wells Hall

Treat your car - drive it through our New
Touchless-Automatic Car Wash. Our no contact high pressure system automatically cleans
your car without brushes and without scratching -- Be good to your car - stop by today'

GERRALD BOYD'S CAR WASH
')14 S 12th St

753-1 /50

Buy lb or more
,)ackages of CertainTeed
Fiber Glass Insulation,
and you can get a free
Stadium Blanket --to
warm indoors and
winter. See
this
out
our display for details.
Offer good through
March 6, 1988. .

2.78
Hot
Water Heater
Insulation Jacket

$8.87

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Feds find fattest folks from-West Virginia
overweight, the agency reported.
In Hawaii and Utah, the figure
was a slimmer 14 percent.
A variety of factors could be
responsible for the state-to-state
differences, said Dr. David F.
Williamson, a CDC nutrition
specialist. West Virginia has
severe pockets of poverty, he
noted, "and poor people in this
country have the greatest problems with overweight and
obesity."

By ROBERT BYRD
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — A new
25-state study finds that
Americans weights seem to vary
from state to state, with West
Virginians leading the overweight
list and Utah and Hawaii at the
bottom.
Twenty-four percent of the West
Virginians surveyed in the 1986
study by the national Centers for
Disease Control qualified as

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

41 Dine
42 Plague

1 Pound down
Afternoon
parties
9 Cut of meat
12 Declare
13 Comfort
14 Native metal
15 Kindly
17 That man
18 Inlet
19 Reward
21 Ethical
23 Stressed
27 Roman gods
28 "— Circuit"
29 Russian
village
31 Mom's
partner
34 Thomas
Magnum, e.g.
35 Unexpected
winner
38 Hebrew letter
39 Health resort
2
12
15

3

44 Behold!
46 Redeemed
48 Domesticates
51 Undercooked
52 Time gone by
53 Hebrew
month
55 Masses of
metal
59 Underworld
god
60 River duck
62 Great Lake
63 Drunkard
64 Lampreys
65 Rational
DOWN
1 Flap
2 Hail!
3 Males
4 First readers
5 Doctrine
6 Apiece: abbr.
7 Cigar residue
5

4

UUU

6

28

34

24

18
171

25

149

59
63

21

22

31

30

42

41

45

lU
32

33

T

37

36 1

35

•

43

51

ill

UU

11

27

26

29

44

10

1UU
16

20

40

9

8
"

INUU
UUUU

39

7

8 Resemble
9 Hideous
10 Solo
11 Ration
16 Docile
20 Goddess of
agriculture

1::.

19
23

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PENAL FARAD
RETIRE ELATES
MOST
DT TIES
ATE DROSS PUU
TELL SAILS RE
ADDER PLATUER
EPOS OMER
ARRESTU SEATS
LE REAPS LUUN
LAG OYR IA TAA
YEWS S I
°DOE!
TEOETE VESSEL
REPEL ESSED
22 Hosp.
casualty
23 Snakes
24 Small
fragment
25 Prefix. with
26 Plunge
30 — to sender
32 Part of
church
33 Act
36 Hearing
organ
37 Renounces
40 Nearty
43 Paid notice
45 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
47 Falls short
48 Youngsters
49 Exchange
premium
50 Surfeit
54 Opie's Aunt
56 Anglo-Saxon
money •
57 Sn is its
symbol
58 Diocese
61 Baseball
leag

Hawaii, meanwhile, has a large
Asian population, and "Asians
don't tend to put on as much
weight as non-Asian people,"
Williamson said. The 50th state
also has a warm year-round
climate more conducive to outdoor exercise, he added.
"Utah," he said, "is a state with
a large Mormon population, and
they do tend to be very healthconscious people.
"But all of this is, to some
degree, conjecture. ... We don't
have any solid answers."
Twenty-five states and the
District of Columbia participate in
the CDC's Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System, which
measures public participation in
behavior that can be harmful to
health.
To get an idea of state-by-state
weights, researchers asked people
by telephone for their weight and
height. The results are then plugged into a formula, and respondents
over a cutoff point are deemed
overweight.
Behind West Virginia came
Wisconsin and North Dakota, each
at 23 percent overweight.
"Those are predominantly
states with people from a northern
European ethnic background ...
and diet, perhaps, and genetics
may predispose those people
toward having higher weights,"
Williamson said. "Those are also
very cold areas, and there may be
less opportunity for people to have
year-round exercise."
Here is the list of states participating in the study, with the
percentage of overweight
respondents for men, women and
both sexes:

Alabama, 20 percent, 19 percent, 20 percent; Arizona 19, 12,
16; California, 18, 18, 18; District
of Columbia, 18, 26, 22; Florida, 19,
18, 18; Georgia, 20, 15, 17; Hawaii,
14, 14, 14; Idaho, 17, 19, 18; Illinois,
19, 16, 18; Indiana, 21, 20, 20; Kentucky, 22, 22, 22; Massachusetts,
20, 18, 19; Minnesota, 20, 17, 18;
Missouri, 23, 22, 22; Montana, 19,
16, 18; New Mexico,20, 13, 16; New
York, 17, 19, 18; North Carolina,
21, 23, 22; North Dakota, 24, 21, 23:
Ohio, 22, 17, 20; Rhode Island, 23,
20, 21; South Carolina, 21, 20, 21;
Tennessee, 19, 19, 19; Utah, 17, 12,
14; West Virginia, 22, 26, 24;
Wisconsin, 23, 23, 23.
Here is the formula for figuring
the CDC's Body Mass Index:
weight in kilograms, divided by
the square of height in meters.
Men with an index of 27.8 or more
are deemed overweight; for
women, the cutoff is 27.3. For example, a 5-foot-10, 193-pound man
and a 5-6, 169-pound woman would
be at the exact cutoff point.
This is the first year CDC has used this height-weight formula, but
applying it to 1984 and 1985 survey
results found no distinct trends
over the three years, the agency
said.
Pregnant women were excluded
from the study.
Federal health officials, in their
1990 goals for the nation, have said
they hope that by that year only 18
percent of U.S. adult males and 21
percent of women will be
overweight, under these criteria.
The 1990 health goals also say
that in two years, 59 percent of the
nation's overweight people should
be trying to lose weight through
both diet and exercise.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 20, 1913/1
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Today begins what should be an
exciting and eventful period for you
socially. You may hear from a distant
friend and may also be busy with
plans for a party.
'

TAURUS

(Apr.20 to May 20)
Some receive financial backing for
a project. It's a good time to contact
62
61
60
those who can help you out profes65
sionally. The next few weeks are
111
important for you in your career.
64UUU
GEMINI
•
---1..(May 21 toiune.20)_ . _
-0 YOU bor.rr i-tAVE TO
Talks with lawyers and advisers
60 10 THE MOON IF
are favored now. Some receive a
DONLT
lucky invitation for travel. A partnership matter is finally resolved to your
satisfaction.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Extra monies could come now.
Partners are in agreement about the
use of joint assets. Utilize ingenuity
as well as self-discipline regarding
job interests.
TPOSE 311/410R- HIGH
LEO
KiD6 MAJCE A GREAT
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
PlJDIENCE , BUT"ME
Heart-to-heart talks are favored.
GLARE FM ME MACES
MURDER! Couples make plans for a special
outing. Important decisions are
reached regarding a child's welfare.
Enjoy togetherness. tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You're extra efficient on the job
and will meet with new opportunity.
Some may even work overtime now
on a project that has you very much
50 T1-115
HERE,LET ME
excited. Enjoy domesticity tonight.
15 WHY MY
BREAK 'EM IN
LIBRA
FEET HAVE
FOR YOU
I3EEN ITCHING (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Games of chance may appeal to
0
you now. A hobby may be turned into
a profit-making activity. Talks with
children are favored. Local travel
appeals.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
It's a good day for beginning a
home improvement project or to
shop for the home. Important domestic decisions are in the offing during
SACK
SHE' TR YI NG In
the coming weeks.
THE QUARTERBACK
SAGITTARIUS
AGA I N
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Creatively you're inspired now and
you should be able to come up with
many good new ideas. Make important phone calls on this day when you
express yourself well.
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan 19)
You're shrewd in money dealings
today and will find yourself a good
buy when shopping. Developments at
NO,I.4I5R4M.ER
home right now make you happy
!!•10/4!!011/6rioallt!f!
OwNect 1.45,0 CA1401 rv
Expect some good news.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
,w1IP
Things go pretty much your way
now Put new plans into being
Tonight favors group activities and
socializing with friends. Demonstrate
leadership abilities.
PISCES
raini•
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
Reading and reflecting on recent
events are part of your day now.
flehind-the-scenes moves bring you
an IN DEEP JUNGLE„
results in your career. Expect some
NE ANC/ENT LAW ao
financial luck.
F4N6 AlY0 CLAW 51714
RULE5,„
IF HORN TODAY you work well in
partnership and have strong creative
leanings. Usually, you're gifted in the
sKg
expression of the written and spoken
_
word. You're ambitious for success
and will find that friends will be
helpful to you in your career. A good
sense of humor also helps ease your
path in life You are mulU-talented,
hut be careful not to scatter your
energies
53

54

•*

'.4

55

56

57

58

CLASSIFIED
2

Notice
1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayments amounts
You will be required to
pay even more Of the
bill In fact, if you g0 to
the hospital, you or
your insurance will
have to pay the first
before
$540.00
pays
Medicare
anything. For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 28th Year"
A great gift idea! We
convert your old 8mm
home movies to video
tape. Call Allison's
Photography 753-8809
and_Video Mart
753-1399.
ryGones. Antiques
gifts collectibles' good
used furniture and ac•
cessories. Open Monday
through Saturday,
10A.M.-5P.M. and Sunday 1-5P.M. Hwy. 94
east, 1 1/2 miles from
Murray, 753-0079.

Make
sss
sss
sssssssssss
sssssssssssssssss
ssss
sss
ssss
$sss
sss
ssss
ssss
sss
sssssssIsIsss
sssssIsssssss
$ss
ssss
ssss
sss
ssss
ISIS
$ss
ssss
$ss
ssss
$sss
ssssssIssssussss
Issssssssss
sss
With Classified

753-1916
ROY'S Pharmacy now
gives Quality Stamps.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains'
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel; /ape included.
Free pick-up and delivery. Call Donna Darnell, Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.

Frace Prints
including the
"Jaguar"
and many others.
753-7419

2 .Notice

Bargain Shows

Sat. & Sun.
Afternoons
& Tuesday Nites
All Seats $2.5
Cheri & Cine
5 Lost and Found
LOST 2 year old black
Labrador Retriever
wearing an orange collar last seen on Gibbs
Store Road in the
Sherwood Forest area.
Reward. Please call
days 753-3377 ask for
Jackie or evenings and
weekends 759-1929.
LOST Pair of mens eye
glasses, plastic rims
and bifocal lenses. If
found please call 753U25.
6 Help Wanted
AIRLINE jobs available now! Earn up to
$50,000. Mechanics,
flight attendants,
customer service.
1-(315)733-6062 Ext. A2557 for- info/listings.
ATTENTION RN's,
LPN's- Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton,
Ky. is now forming a
PRN pool for licensed
nurses. Excellent pay &
all shifts available. If
interested call Director
of nurses, Mol.-Fri.
52-472-2522.
rXECUTIVE secretary.
Must be dependable, neat
appearance, working
knowledge of computer/
word processing. Degree
preferred, not mandatory. For appointment
call 474-2228.
FULL and part time
female kitchen help.
Days, nights and
weekends. Apply in
person or call Big Apple
Cafe 901-247-3229,
12P.M. til 8P.M.
FULL charge
bookkeeper- Requirements: 2-5 years
experience, mechanical/
automative system, must
be able to handle high
pressure deadlines. Opportunities: challenging
position, advancement &
compensation increases.
For appointment call 4742229.
GET paid for reading
books! 1100 per title.
Write: ACE 187g, 161 S.
Lincolnway, N. Aurora,
II. 60542.
"HIRING! Governmenf
jobs your area. $15,000
$68,000. Call (602)
838 8885. Ext. 684."
LADY to stay with one
disabled, days. Must
have references 7530251.

NEED INSURANCE?
...Get The Best...
*$1,000.000 Major Medical

2

Notice

LOAN officer Part time,
Sat. & Sun only Collec
tion experience helpful
For appointment call 474
2228.
LPN'S 3 to 11 and 11 to 7
shifts Excellent work
ing condition and ben
efits. Salary compete
five. Contact: Manor
House of Dover, Dover,
Tn. 615 232 6902. E.O.E.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EDE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry .
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:30
12:005 days a week.
RECEPTIONIST/
cashier, minimum 30
hours per week. Cheerful,
positive mental attitude,
enjoy working with the
public. Start $3.50 per
hour. Apply in person'
HeadQuarters Family
Hair Care Center, 715 S.
12th St. No phone calls.
SALESPERSON needed.
Retired person wishing
part or full time sales
position. Qualified person
would be selling lawn &
garden equipment, both
in showroom & outside.
Leads provided for most
outside calls. Demo
equipment, samples and
support materials pro
vided. Send confidential
resume, to: P.O. Box
1040-S, Murray, Ky. 42071.
SELL subscriptions for
the Courier Journal. If
you are self-motivated,
have good communication skills, enjoy dealing
with the general public
and would like to have
more information
please call 753-4186, Bob
Rodgers, Mgr.
9. Situation Wanted
CHILD care in Hardin,
Ky. Experienced, caring and dependable.
Meals and snacks furnished. Call 437-4678.
I will keep alidTaFFM7
2 ladies or 2 men in my
home. Experience.
Good references. 759:
1597.
LOOKING for a
babysitter? Call Susie
at 759-1129.
NEED a job part or full
time! Will clean house
and office or odd and
end jobs. Very re
sponsible person. Ask
for Regina, Kathy or
Wayne 753-7111.
WILL do plumbing in
stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed, Free es
timates. Phone 492-8899
or 753-1308.
WILL do any odd job,
cut and haul shubbery.
Also, cut and remove
hedges, Call 753-3534 or
753-3455 anytime.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
COME HOME TO A
CLEAN HOUSE? Will
also do ironing. Have
references. 753-4339.
1 1 . Instruction

-For Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare
Supplement
*Personalized Life Insurance
(Term-Business Ins.-Universal LifeIRA-Annuitites — We Have It All)
*Group Insurance. Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical

Tole Gate

Call Bennett & Associates

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Cntr.

Folk Art
Painting
*New Classes
Starting
•Ntsw Teacher
*New Projects

759-1042

753-7273
305 N. 4th Murray

Spouse Abuse
Volunteer Coordinator
Fuyime position. Minimum qualifications
Bactielor Degree social work or related Human
Services field Job duties inClude program administration. recruitment and training of volunteers
and community education

Send resume by Jan. 21 to:
Spouse Abuse Board
803 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071

TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
f‘,11 tirn,
:•,•t.itt I.
part lime Train on live
airline computers Home
study and resident train
log Financial aid avail
able Job placement as
stance National Hdytrs
Lighthouse Pt FL
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL

1 SOO 327 7728
Accredited member N H.S.0

14 Want to Buy
971 FORD
1966
Fairlane, 2 door, hard
top 753 7907
Home Furnishings
PIECE heavy Pine
living room suite
couch, ottoman, chair,
rocker, 2 end tables and
1 lamps, $350 Call
492 8372 after SP M.
MAPLE kitchen table
and chairs, couch, GE
hetvy duty washer and
dryer 753 6084

16

18 Sewing Machines
USED Singer sewing
machine sews perfect,
fully guaranteed, full
cash price $29.50. For
more information call
474 8015 ask for Martha
Hopper
"Now remember. Cory. show us that you can take
good core of these little fellows and maybe
next year we'll get you that puppy'

20. Sports Equipment
FAYE S hooded sweats
10% and 30% off Many
youth 753 7743
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CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

Apts for

32

Mtirray Ledger & Times
Rent

Pets-Supplies

38

Un
BANK REPO
AKC registered Collie
bedroom apar
belivable! Like new, 1 OR 2
some puppies Sable and tri
furnished,
tment,
1985 Scott, 14x52, 2
Deposit color Phone 753 8974.
utilities paid
bedroom for only $500
Near un
required.
down, $157 per month
and hospital
43 Real Estate
with low financing. Can iversity
4012 or 753'8756
be seen at Volunteer Call 753
APPROXIMATELY 21/2
apar
Mobile Homes, Paris, 1 OR 2 bedroom
acres of lakefront on
at
starts
rent
tments,
Tn. 901.6.12-9400.
$144, water included. main body of lake. An
MOVING must sell
Manor Ltd. call excellent, wooded build
1981, 14x72 mobile Murray
25 Business Services
8668 from ing site Southeast of
753
home. 2 bedrooms,
9A.M.-3P.M., Monday Murray near Hamlin and
GET your tax refund
large kitchen, living
faster! We're equipped
through Friday. Equal Chandler Park. Ken
room with fireplace,
Shores Estates, P.O. Box
to transmit to IRS by
Housing Opportunity.
large bath. 436 2173
656, Murray, KY (5021753computer. Refunds
after 6P.M.
issued in average of 18
2 BEDROOM duplex in 7531.
days last year! We can 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Northwood $285 per GOVERNMENT homes
from $1 (U-repair) also
transmit if I do the
month. 759-4.406.
preparation, you or 12M, 2 BR mobile home. 2 BEDROOM duplex in tax delinquent & foreanother preparer. Now Excellent condition. Ap
Northwood $275 per closure properties.
Available now. For
preparing individual, proximately 5 miles north month. 753-8148
farm, business and of Murray. Couple only. 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, listing, call 1-315-733
6062 Ext. G 2558.
partnerships. Call $150 per month plus de
1004-B Southwood Dr., kOPPERUD Realty
Joyce Noel Tax Service posit. 753-4661,
and air.
BEDROOM, clean central heat
offers a complete range
489-2440 for appointVery nice. Appliances of Real Estate services
ment, information or quiet court. $100 per
or
753-7947
furnished.
month. Call 753-8216.
with a wide selection of
rates.
753-5114.
quality homes, all
)OR 3 BR, furnished or
bedroom
1
nice
EXTRA
prices. 753-1222, toll free
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas- furnished apartment in 1-800251 HOME Ext.
FIREWOOD for sale, 26. TV -Radio
established
quite
Red Oak, $25 a rick, $28 10'SATELLITE electric, air con- neighborhood. Some 711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
ditioned. Shady Oaks
stacked. 436-5430.
system, $385. Call 436- 753-5209.
utilities. $225 a month. service. We make buySeasoned 2610 or 436-5830.
753Kopperud
Bill
lCall
ing & selling Real
Oak. Delivered and LEASE TO OWN- 25" APARTMENT for renf
2
22.
Estate easy for you.
stacked or you pick up. console TV with remote, in Dill's Trailer Court
apartFURNISHED
WANTED SELLERS!
Charles Barnett 753- $53 a month. Murray 759-1577.
NORTHWIND Mobile ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms. have buyers and I need
5476.
Rental & Sales. 753-8201.
Park on North No children. No pets. sellers! This week I
Home
FIREWOOD $25 a rick, LEASE TO OWN- 19"
need a 3 bedroom home
16th
now has Zimmerman Apart
Street
delivered, any amount. color TV, $28 a month.
trailers ments, South 16th St., with approximately
and
lots
trailer
474-8817.
Murray Rental & Sales. for rent. 753-9866. 753-6609.
1600 to 2000 square feet
FORD diesel backhoe, 753-8201.
MUR-Cal apts. Nor- of living space. If you
good condition, $7000. 1968 LEASE TO OWN- Wir- TRAILER for rent, 1
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. would consider selling
International dump eless remote VCR, $32 a bedrooms, 1 bath on
Now renting. Equal your property please
truck, $2500 or $9000 for month. Murray Rental Post Oak Drive.
Housing Opportunity. call Dian Boyd at
436-2337.
both. 615 232 6726 & Sales. 753-8201.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
759-4984.
anytime.
LEASE TO OWN 1215 29. Heating and Cooling
NICELY furnished 1 Realtors 753-1492 or
GO -carts, go-carts
759-1542.
watt stereo system,
5-8HP. Stokes Tr`actor, only $53 per month. KEROSENE heaters - and 2 bedroom and
single rooms for rent,
adiant
Industrial Road.
o
i
gNir
6
BT
9400
Murray Rental & Sales,
BILL con- located near campus.
$89.99; 19,
LARGE antique oak 753-8201.
Wallin Days 753-6111, after 46. Homes for Sale
vection
$109.
wardrobe, fully re
RENT to own a VCR
5P.M. 753-0606.
)3 BEDROOM brick
stored. Call 753-0253 from us in January or Hardware, Paris;-T-4,--NICELY furnished 2 home in Hazel, large
after 5p.m.
February for $10 a week 30. Business Rentals
basement
bedroom
living room, eat-in kitand recieve 52 free
aparment. Ideal for chen. Corner lot, sets on
LARGE insulated dog
movie rentals. Call
graduate
teacher or
house, $75. 753-1310.
several lots. I lot
753-7670 or 753-4663.
students, in quite presently rented for
LARGE, large, large
RENT to own a TV
neighborhood. Close to mobile home. Excellent
On Court Square.
selection of storage
during January or
shops and post office. rental property or -re$150.00 a month.
buildings in stock for
February, get a VCR
$260 per month. 489-2741 tirement property. $19,
Deposit Required.
immediate delivery.
free for a week. Call for
after 5P.M.
500 or best offer. Must
Acree Portable
Call 753.1918.
details 753-7670 or 753
N ow taking ap- sell. Phone 615-232-6726
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ask for Tod Delaney.
4663
plications for 1 and 2 anytime.
Ky. 502-247-7831.
bedroom, section 8, low 1 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
RUBBER bed mats for
32. Apts for Rent
income family at low maintenence, lake
ALL makes of pick-up
Southside Manor Apar- view home in restricted
trucks. Stokes Tractor 27, Mobile Homes for Sale 1 AND
bedroom
753-1319.
12x50 MOBILE home on apartments for rent, tments. Call 753-8221. subd. 436-2839.
E qual Housing 8 ROOM split level
SERVICE all brands of approximately 1 acre. lease and deposit. 753Opportunity.
house with utility, 2
chain saws. Also, 3 and Lake access. 12 miles 9208 after 4P.M.
4 wheelers. Stokes east_b_f_Murray, 2 BEDROOM apart- ROOMMATE wanted in bath and double carTractor, Industrial Weekdays- 345-2491; ment for rent. No pets. the Murray area to help port. 753-5358.
share the expensive of a k EN TUCKY Dam 2Road.
weekends- 436-5890.
753-9475 or 753-0521
household. 753-3266 story house. 3 beafter 9P.M.
drooms, 2 1/2 baths,
SUBURBAN two bed- fireplace, 3 decks on
STARTING PAY FOR DRIVERS 21 CENTS A MILE*
room apartment, tile TVA, trees, pool. By
bath, dining room, liv- owner. 362-4783.
AUTOMAT1C.PAY INCREASES
ing room, built-in kit- NEWLY remodeled 2 BR
chen, stove top and home. Ideal starter home
PLUS
oven, separate pantry. or excellent opportunity.
Heated and utilities Mid 20's. Call Wilson Real
LOAD/UNLOAD, STOP-OFF, LAYOVER PAY, VACATION PAY
furnished. $375 Estate 753-3263.
INTERESTED?
INSURANCE.
LIFE
AND
MEDICAL
monthly. Call 527-3600.
TAKING applications
•FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL HAROLD OR JIM
for Section 8. Rent
Must SOH
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
1-800-626-3374 (INTERSTATE) 1-800-592-3961 (KENTUCKY)
BR. Apply Hilldale
Very nice 3 br brick
753-1717 (LOCAL)
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
home 2 miles out off 121
E qual Housing
South
Opportunity,
Call after 5 p.m.
33. Rooms for Rent
436-2402
ROOMS for rent 1 block
Hwy. 6415. Murray Ky
from campus. 753-0907
48. Auto Services
or 759-9645
4'
AQUARIUMS
gallon, $600 new, 3
months old, $300; 29
gallon, $150; 20 gallon, 3
months old, $120; 2- 10
gallon, $45 each; all
excellent condition and
TOTALLY set-up with
stands, backing, gravel,
magnum 330 everthing.
Also, fancy gold fish.
Call 502 435-4398
anytime.
BASEBALL cards need
to sell. Worth $14,226
asking $6,226 or best
offer. Phone 354-8050.
CHAIN saw bars 20" for
Homelite, Stihl and
McCullouh saws, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Also, tree removing. 30
years experience. 436
2758 or 436-2562.

SHARP copiers and
facsimile machines for
sale, service, supplies
or free demonstration
call 1 800 248 4319,
Benton, Ky.
USED 55 gallon drumsvery good condition.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.

FIREWOOD

Building For Rent

\

Kopperud Realty Homes

34. Houses for

A gracious home! Beauty & quality
combined in this outstanding home.
Formal living room, dining room.
study. sitting room and 3-4
bedrooms, plus a lovely private
screened porch make gracious living
easy

This is itl The home of everyone's
dreams. 3,000 sq. ft. of living area
located on 14 acres. Everything sharp
and neat as a pin Call today for
details 753-1222

Add it all up! A great location, ex
dawn condition and beautifully land
scaped yard make this 3 bedroom
home a super value in the low $40
Call today 753 1222

ot that hemmed In feeling? Spread
your wings In this delightful 3
bedroom, 1 Yr bath,country home on
5 5 acres with plenty of trees, boat
house. and storage buildings Low
S 50's

Your money will be wisely invested!
Think about the $SS this 2-famay wS
earn you. 3 bedroom apt. w/fkephice
down, 2 bedroom apt. up. Realistical
ly priced in the 540s. Cal 753-1222

Perfect point of view! Outstanding
contemporary style house with
above ground swimming pool and
spacious wooden deck Situated on
2 lots, there's plenty of room for
privacy and garden area Offered at
665,000 753-1222

ing s easy t
A country place
charming, three bedroom. 2 bath
home on two acres Living room.
sunroom and country kitchen make
this a good place to come home to
Priced in the upper $40's

bedroom, brick rancher with central
gas heat & central electric se Most
of the carpet is like new Large living/dining room combination
$48.500, Phone 753-1222

Rent

2 BEDROOM house
Will exchange rent for
repairs. 753-5358.
1 BEDROOM with study
at 1109 Vine. $275 per
month plus deposit
Phone 753-6143.
COUNTRY home, 4
small bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath
I mile North of city
limits. Call 753-4566.
36

For Rent or Lease

Key MiniWarehouses

Murray, KY

••1=.11.
\•

(502)753-1222

49

Used

Cars

50. Used

Trucks

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered
NEED work on your
trees? We can beautify
your yard by topping,
shaping, dead wdod i ng
or removing dead or
diseased trees. For
satisifaction call the
proven professionals
Bover's Tree Service
753-0338. The competi
lion knows us you
should too.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.

1985 FORD Ranger ,,MAX VT Parker,
1979 PONTIAC Bon
Attorney at Law Fornevilie, wrecked front pickup. Call 492 8566.
right side, $500 Cali 1986 5-10 BLAZER mer county attorney;
(Tahoe), black on former district judge.
527 9729.
N. 4th St,
1979 THUNDERBIRD, white, gas saving 2 Office, 104
753-3153;
rebuilt 302 engine, wheel drive, 5 speed, Murray,
753-7900.
loaded, $1300. 436 2837; excellent family vehi- Home,
cle, best warranty, MOBILE HOME
after 1P M. 436-5847.
Specialist, Repair,
1984 PONTIAC Fiero 32,xxx miles. $10,900
leveling, underpinning,
Phone 474-8050.
Limited Edition, Indy
roofs, floors, plumbing,
pace car. Loaded, 24,000
53. Services Offered
wiring, washing,
actual miles. Call 435straps. 759A-1 ENTERPRISE of. hurricane
4307.
4850.
1985 SS Monte Carlo, tering sales and service
25,400 miles, V-8, on natural & LP applian- SERVICE special- We
loaded, automatic, ces. Also, fireplace rep- clean, oil and adjust
air *Chimney cleaning your sewing machine
buckets seats, $10,500
*Masonry •Damper *Bird for $18. All work
Call 759-1169 after 7P.M.
guaranteed. For more
79 BLUE Sunbird, PB, screen *Hs 4.36- c3
PS, AM/FM cassette, APPLIANCE REPAIR: information call 474Martha
new X P2000 tires, good Factory authorized for 8015 ask for
condition. Can be seen Tappan, Kelvinator and Hopper.
at 121 Food Market in Brown. Service on gas SEWING Machine Re- 56. Free Column
Coldwater or call 435- and electric ranges, pair. All makes and FREE 1 female Spitz.
microwaves, dis- models. Home & In4311.
Due to a death in the
hwashers, re- dustrial. Bag closing
family, adorable dog
frigerators, etc. Earl machines. Also scissor
has no home. I would
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- sharpening. 40 yrs.
(Formerly of Murray& Futton
experience. All work keep the dog my.V1 but
5341.
very
I already Flo%
guaranteed. Kenneth
APPLIANCE
Barnhill, 753-2674, large ac'7,ive dog
Kenmore,
SERVICE.
ramerly of Berta'
3 4 years old
This
Stella, Ky.
Westinghouse
.a5 had all her
and 4-)
Whirlpool. 27 years SHEETPOCK finishing,
shots. She needs a good
experience. Parts and new or repair. 436-2811.
country home or a
service. Bobby Hopper, WAYNE Darnell Ma- fenced in yard. Her
Bob's Appliance Ser- rine Repair. Expert in doghouse will be invice, 202 S. 5th St. fast service on boats, cluded free. Will only
Business 753-4872, 436- motors and fiberglass. give to a caring party.
New & Used
Buy- sell or trade. 1 1/2
GM Executives
5848 (home).
Call 753-2580 after 7P.M.
Program Vehicles
BETTER BUILT miles from Murray on
FREE- Female Beagle
001-e42-3eoo
CONSTRUCTION. Hwy. 94 east, 753-0079.
to give away, 1 year old_
Hwy. 79 W - Part•
Storage buildings, WfT1CTITME177-17re
Call 753-8411.
treated decas, and make wet basements
MUST sell '73 Mach I, general home im- dry. Work completely FREE puppies '
deluxe interior, rare provements. Quality guaranteed. Call or 354-8752.
factory aluminum work for less. Free write Morgan Con- FREE puppies- Seven
wheels, PS, PB, AC, estimates. L.E. struction Co. Rt. 2, Box weeks old, mixed, short
fold down rear seat. 351 Williams 489-2663.
409A, Paducah, Ky. haired hunting dogs
Cleveland with Ram CONCRETE drive- 42001 or call 1-412-7026.
436-5561.
Air, 65,000 actual miles. ways, patios, carpentry
Bought new in Paris, and block work. CALL
Tn. Call 474-8817.
502-492-8160.
PRICED to sell! 1981 FENCE sales at Sears
Delta 88 Brougham, 2 now. Call Sears 753-2310
door, loaded. Call after for free estimate for
5P.M. 753-7701.
Custom Kitchen
your needs.
TO settle estate 1986 FOR most any type
Cabinets
Ford Escort, 4 door, air, driveway white rock
All Types Of
automatic, 13,000 miles, also, any type gravel,
1 owner, $5500. 753-5744.
dirt and sand call Roger
Woodworking
Custom
Hudson, 753-4545 or
Used Trucks
50
753-6763.
1974 MODEL Ford 3/4 GUTTERING by Sears.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
ton van, $750. Call Sears continuous gut•Crrop by & sibs our showroom
between 7A.M.-4P.M., ters installed for your
Breadl
oo9 SUNBURY - MURRAY 753-1601.
specifications. Call
1978 DODGE, shorf Sears 753-2310 for free
lihir**********************4
wheel base, 4 wheel estimate.
drive, asking $1500. 'HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
492-8905.
1978 FORD 4x4 and 190 Benton Rd. 753-9400.
Pontiac 6000. Bother in INSULATION blown in
good condition. Call by Sears. TVA ap
Lp to 10 doors & 6 drawers w/wood grain Formica
after 5P.M. 759-4909.
proved. Save on those
New doors, hardw., labor included, 1995, many colors.
1978 FORD 3/4 ton 4x4, high heating and coollock-in hubs, 14x16x36 ing bills. Call Sears
436-5560
Murray
tires. $2000 or best offer. 753-2310 for free
estimate.
376-29611.
1979 SCOUT 4x4, well LICENSED electrician,
maintained, 5 new tires, residential and comwinch, 54,000 miles. mercial. Air conditioning Sales and service.
$2500080. 436-2973.
1980 TOYOTA I wheel Gas installation and
drive pickup, chrome repair for natural and
wheels, 4 new tires. 413 LP. Fred's Repair 753Sat. Jan. 23rd
S. 9th St or 759-1336. 7203.
a.m.-4 p.m.
10
$2850.
1985 CHEVROLET 4x4,
1607 West Olive
43,000 miles, 1 owner,
Lc & Ins
6 wks to 5 yrs
loaded, never muddy.
Painting &
753-5421.
753-7359 - 753-5258
Paper Hanging
1986 5 - 1 0 CHEVY
Call now for enrollment
pickup, air, exc. cond.,
Owner-Operator Regina Hale
under 20,000 miles. Call
171-8096.

Dan Taylor
Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Paris, TN

Wulff Kitchen Cabinet Recovery
Special

411•11.

OPEN HOUSE

Murray Day Care Center

Jim Day

753-3716

Pierce
Body Shop
"Ow 20 Nen ExperencsESTIMATES
FIPSRGLASSING
FrIAASEWORK
NIG WELDING
SPECIALIZING IN ALL
OVER PAINT JOBS.
Shop: 753-9714
Allen- 5:00
753-0062
49

Used

Cars

1972 FORD, 2 door, hard
top, local owned, all
Hwy. 121 South
tires, gold and
Sizes from 5700 to 10X30 new
brown, like new car
753-9918 If no answer
Call 436-2427_
7534078. 753-0996
1975 LINCOLN Con
tinental. 56,000 miles, 1
37. Livestock-Supplies
owner, very good con
SIMMENTAL and dition. Call 492 8856 or
435'4545.
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen 1979 MERCURY
Cougar Can be seen at
tested. Excellent qual
ity $650 & up Cadiz, 810 Sycamore or call
759-1192 after 5P M
Ky. 522 8794.

A Lot Full Of Local One-Owner
Used Cars And Trucks
'87 Plymouth Sundance... Local 1 -owner
under 6,000 miles, lots of factory warranty
left Auto., air, p/s, p/b. AM/FM stereo
'86 Jeep Wagoneer Limited... Sunroof
36,000 miles, every option in the book
'86 Cutlass Supreme Brougham... 2-dr
moonroof, as loaded as the jeep
'84 Camaro Z-28... Local 1 -owner, adult
owned and driven, fully loaded
'84 Ford Pickup... Local 1 -owner, 6 cyl
straight shift, low mileage
'84 Honda Accord LX... Local 1 -owner,
5-sp loaded, air, cruise. cassette
'84 Ford Escort Wagon... Local 1 -owner.
extra nice & clean, auto & air
'83 Mercury Lynx... Local 2-owner, right
mileage, good second car

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER, PLYMOUTH, DODGE

711 Main St.

POE 11

1332 East Wood St. (Lake Hwy. 79E)
Paris, TN 901-642-5661
"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car or tfuck company."

1611ler
Robert Cole
slentlne's
Happy VRObeft IA. Milller
Cle
o
Mts.
Vt. t• Mrs. Socritte
r.

Have Them Pictured
In a Heart
On Valentine's Day!
Mail or bring in $8.00, the individuals
picture, names or loveline
along with a self addressed stamped envelope
for the return of the original photo.
How excited your loved ones will be when they
see their Picture in the paper for Valentine's Day!
Limit 1 person per heart!
Deadline for receipt of photos is noon Wed. Feb. 10
Pictures will be in Friday Feb. 12 paper.

Wierray Ledger
& Times
Classified Advertising
Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
Ph. 753-1916
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Plane breaks; kills 11 on landing

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Grace
Jeffrey
Services for Mrs. Grace Jeffrey
were today at 10 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Nowell Bingham
officiated.
Pallbearers were Bob Billington, Harold Hurt, Robert 0.
Miller, Willie Jackson, Charlie
Lassiter and Fred Workman.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Jeffrey, 83, widow of
William F. Jeffrey, died Sunday at
10:22 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was born July 31, 1914, in
South Fulton, Tenn. One granddarghter, Susan Jeffrey, died
March 6, 1963.
Survivors are one son, William
Thomas Jeffrey, Frankfort; one
sister, Mrs. Dora May Cochran,
Winchester; four grandchildren,
Lisa Jeffrey, Jill Westmoreland,
Angela Carapbell and Jennifer
Carter; four sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Modest Jeffrey and Mrs.
Ailltabeth Jeffrey of Murray, Mrs.
Desiree Lowe of Kingsport, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Letha Duncan.

Loyd Alan McClure
Funeral rites for Loyd Alan McClure will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
at Hazel Baptist Church, where he
was a member.
The Rev. James Garland will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Randy McClure, Ronnie Geurin, Doug
Mohundro, Barry Owens, Paul
Jones and Wayne Turner.
Burial will follow in Old Salem

Thomas C. ITip) Cohoon
The funeral for Thomas C.(Tip)
Cohoon is today at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Officiating are John Dale and
the Rev. Wayne Carter. Jerry
Bolls is directing the song service.
Pallbsarers are Danny Garland,
David Garland, L.B. Parrish,
Pauli's**, Richard Pittman,
Clii101ts Morgan and Gary
Perim.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
ter/.

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
strong earthquake struck along
the coast of northern Chile early
today, the U.S. GeoloifFeal Survey
reported.
The tremor was centered about
70 miles south of the coastal city of
Antofagasta and occurred at 3:31
a.m. (2:31 a.m. EST), said USGS
spokesman Don Finley.
USGS earthquake monitors in
Golden, Colo., said they recorded
the tremor at a magnitude of 6.6 on
the Richter scale. They said they
did not receive any immediate
reports on whether there were
casualties or damage.
'The earthquake was the
strongest in that area of Chile in
almost a year. On March 5, 1987, a
magnitude 7.3 earthquake
'restated in' One 'death, datrAge•In
the Antofagasta area and a small
tsunami in the Pacific Ocean.
The Richter scale is an openended gauge of energy released by
an earthquake as measured by
ground motion recorded on a
seismograph
A quake with a magnitude of 6
can cause severe damage in a
populated area. One of magntude 7
can cause widespread, heavy
damage

Hog market
report listed
Fetters! Mate Market 5ew8 4.erviccJ entaa.ry
MI Kentucky Purehmor Sres Nog Market Report
Isdelies 3 Buying Mattoon Receipts: Set. 1012 Lat.
711 airrates & Who, 1.23 Higher, Sows ste.dy I AL
1313131.•
US VI 201./111 Usts.
US 1.2 SWIM Ow
US 2.3 130431/ a..
I'S 3-4 L64 17)) lb.
Sews
US I 2 220 36a
US I-3 360-4110
US 1-3 400-13111
US 1-3 6113 aoll op
UN 1-11 SWIM lbs.
lbws 11111.111/41.03

344.50-43.73
144.30-44.50
044.09 411.5a
146.113-441 03
123SO-31 .09
920.01)30.50
P9.01425.30
SM.SW 31.30
1327.441.29.10

Mr. Cohoon, 77, of 309 South 15th
St., Murray, died Sunday at 12:45
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

11%,NBURY, Conn. ( AP ) —
n Carbide Corp. said today it
appealed an Indian court order
that the company pay $270 million
in interim relief to the victims of
the 1984 Bhopal gas leak that killed
more than 2,000 peopl.?..
The mid-December order for interim relief "without evidence or
trial is contrary to law" the company said in a brief statement
released from its Danbury
headquarters.
The appeal, filed today in
Jabalpur, India, asks the high
court in the state of Madhya
Pradesh to set aside the order,
Carbide spokesman Ed Van Den
Ameele said.
"It must be clear to the government of India that the court's
order merely delays ultimate
resolution of victim concerns by
introducing a new and unenforceable concept of law," Van
Den Ameele said.
In 1986, India filed a lawsuit
against Carbide for $3 billion in
damages for the as leak.in which
it say9'2.,g)50 people were
and -

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE FOR
LYNN GROVE
APARTMENTS
Apartments are now
available at Lynn
Grove for qualified
persons needing a one
(1) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined on the basis of income and family cornposition. For further
Information, contact
the Purchase Area
Housing Corporation
at 753-8325 or 247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
Opportunity 101.4. •01.11.92
0140i1U9if
Provider

1987 Million Dollar Producers

carrying as many as 167 people.
Most Aeroflot flights fly at full
capacity.
All of the injured were
.hospitalized, the reports said.
The plane was en route from
Moscow to the Turkmenian
capital of Ashkhabad. The media
did not say whether the stop in
Krasnovodsk was scheduled and
no other details of the accident
were reported.
Izvestia said the cause of the
crash was not known yet and a
government commission would

Stock Market

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Esther Smith Cohoon, to whom he
was married on Jan. 21, 1955; one
stepson, Willie Ross Stamps,
Evansville, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs.
Clara Fitts, Murray, and Mrs.
Bernice (Cozy) Garland, Rt. 1,
Murray; six stepgrandchildren;
one stepgreat-grandchild.

Prices as of
-16.91
Industrial Average
.
Previous Close .
1963.86
Air Products
2734 •%
A.T.C.-Class A
21%B 22A
28% unc
AT&T
Briggs S; Stratton
25% 44
Chrysler
26 •1
/
4
CSX Corp
263/i •%
252/8 -1
/
2
Dean Foods.........
1
2I3 6%A
Dollar Gen. Store... 6/
Exxon
....
49/
1
2 •1
/
4
42% .%
Ford
G.A.F.
43/
1
2 +%
General Motors
63% -%
GenCorp, Inc.
21% /
-1
2
41% -%
Goodrich

Uftion Carbide appeals
.14

rocks Chile;
registers 6.6

MOSCOW AP — An Aeroflot
airliner broke up on landing at the
Cemetery with arrangements by Caspian port4eity of Krasnovodsk
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel Monday, killing 11 people and inwhere friends may call-after- 2-- juring 12, Soviet media reported.
The Tupolev-154 -disintegrated
p.m. today Tuesday.(
right over the runway as it was goMr. McClure, 31, of 100 North
ing to touch down for a stopover in
Sixth St., Murray, died Sunday at the
city" at 4:20 a.m. Moscow
5:55 a.m.
time, said the official Tass news
He is survived by his parents, agency and the official governMr. and Mrs. Hoyt McClure, ment newspaper Izvestia.
They did not say whether there
Hazel; and one brother, Max Mcwere other passengers aboard the
Clure and wife, Ruth Ann, Cadiz.
Soviet airliner, which is capable of

more than 20,000 others were
seriously injured. It was the
world's worst industrial accident.
On Dec. 1, India filed criminal
charges, accusing Carbide, its
subsidiaries and officers of.
homicide and injury to people and'
animals when the methyl isocyanate leaked from a pesticide
plant operated by a Carbide subsidiary in Bhopal.
The Indian judge ordered the interim relief in mid-December,five
months after the multinational
corporation had offered to give
more than $4.6 million in interim
relief "on humanitarian grounds."
Union Carbide maintained that
sabotage at Bhopal will be proven
in a fair trial, and exonerated.
The Indian government contends that the December 1984 leak
was caused by negligence on the
part of Carbide, and has sought interim relief on grounds that there
is a solid case against the corn-‘
pany. The Indian government also
says many more people might die
before a trial is completed.

10 a.m.
Goodyear
59 -%
..
114% -2%
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
24% -Vs
Jerrie°
13%B 13%A
Kmart.
31% -%
Kroger
26% -1/4
JCPenney
401/4 .1/4
Penvralt
441/4 -1
/
4
Quaker Oats
43% unc
34% .%
Sears
Texaco
37% unc
Time Inc
83/
1
2 +1%
U.S.Tobacco
2.6% -%
Wal-Mart
26% -%
Wendy's
5% -1
/
4

C.E.F. Yield

6.70
BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

investigate.
The reports were the first to announce a fatal Soviet air crash on
the day it occurred.
Ivan Vasin, a deputy civil aviation minister, said last fall that
Aeroflot planned to begin
publishing reports on its accidents
this year.
Vasin said in October that
Aeroflot had suffered U fatal
crashes in 1986 and 1987, with a
total of 180 deaths.
Soviet media rarely reported
details of accidents before Communist Party chief Mikhail Gorbachev' policy of "glasnost," or
selective (Spenness, took hold two
years ago.
Now, the reports are becoming
increasingly common, but remain
vague and often are released days
or weeks after the disaster.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS
No deposit.
No return.
8.50% Certificate
of Deposit
If you're just saving money,
you're losing money. Let me
show you how you can earn a
higher rate of interest for a better
return with insured certificates of
deposit.
-

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
South
Murray
753-2617

641

46000....M.MCOOMMO.ft

keep The Greg GaFaeliar

GenLIIIN

,
M P,

David Lane
520 Main St.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

101(1 National Hotrb

753-7401

'Parking available in
rear of building
bitters name available on request.,
FSLIC or FDIC insured to $100,000.
May be subject to interest penalty for early withdrawal. Effective
1-18-88. Subject to availability. 60
months, $5,000 deposit.

1982 Chevy Stepside, white 3
speed trans
$3,800.00

gr..
mcii

EdwardJones & Co.®

Member New York Stock Exchange. Inc.
Member Securities Investor Protection
Corporation

CORN-AUSTIN'S
FAMOUS FINAL
MARKDOWN SALE!

'OA
cioGO c

STARTS TOMORROW!

SP'4N-

SAVE UP TO 70% & MORE!
FOR MEN & LADIES!
'1

LADI

Junior Tops

$1499va

Junior Bottoms

Large Group

Entire Selection

Sweaters

Sportshirts

Esprit , St. Metier
& More!

$1 2
99I
Union Sae
& Others!

$1499!

1 Group

1 Group Asst.

Sweaters

Ladies Mdse.

Men's

Values to $100.00
NOW

Values to $120.00
NOW

Great Deal!

Casual Pants
Great Selection

Solids, Plaids, & Stripes!
Men's

Sportcoats
& Blazers
Up To

$1999 $1499! $1299!60%01
Ladies

Coordinated
Groups
Up To

Young Men's

Large Group

Bis
Valuos To 11120.00

Great Selection

Dress Shirts

Casual Pants

2991

•

Gonorrse , Union Be?
& more

NOW $3
9
95

Ladles
ehtmes

Della

Start at the top.
When you're just starting out, the one clear place to begin
is right here at home. With Number 1. A career with the
CENTURY 21 system offers freedom. Financial rewards.
And the CENTURY 21 CareerTrak Program,one of the most
comprehensive training programs in real estate.
You don't have to look far. Some of the people who were
Involved in over $50 billion in real estate transactions last
year alone are right here in town. Give our CENTURY 21
office a call today.

Career Night January 28th
Thursday 7:01 p.m.
For Reservations
Call 753-1492
Ask for Jammie
Seating Limited.

Put Number 1 tu work for you.

1

Loretta Jiibm Realtors

303 N. 12th St.
753-1492 e

Dresses
Up To

75%Offill

Bargain
Tables
Mdse. From
$

$509
tc

Entire Selection Young

Men's Tops
$

Men's

Outerwear
Up To

2'

•
Wovons & Sweetsti3rts1

THESE ARE THE FINAL REDUCTIONS!
HURRY TO CORN-AUSTIN WHILE THE
SELECTION IS GREAT!
402 MAIN MURRAY
OPEN FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:00

CORNNAUSTIN

KY. OAKS MALL
PADUCAH
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